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JANUARY

judging contest; J. B. Mabie, asslst-atfarmer and dairy expert; H. B.
Henlng, secretary New Mexico bureau of immigration. District Freight
and Passenger Agent W. R- - Brown of
El Paso is accompanying the train on
the journey through northern New

TRAIN WAS

IN LAS VEGAS A SHORT TIME

Mexico.

IN THE EARLY HOURS TODAY

Educational and Advertising Venture of the
Bureau of Immigration, the Agricultural College and the Santa Fe Railway Passed Through this City
en Route to Northern
New Mexico
WILL

RETURN

THURSDAY

EVENING

Public is Invited to Visit The Exhibit Gars And Attend Popular Meeting to be Addressed by Experts in Farming And Stock Raising
Which Will be Held in The Commercial Club Rooms in
The Evening Farmers Are Urged to See The Train
And Parents And Teachers Are Requested To Send The Children.

The XNew Mexico agricultural
de stration train is as complete as could
monstration train, now on tour of all be desired. The train consist of six
points on the Santa Fe lines in New ears, four of which caTy exhibits of
Las Vegas grain, soils, dairy machinery, rompMexico, passed through
early this morning, on its way to ing machinery, live stock, horticulpoints in Mora and Colfax counties. ture, etc. The fifth car is a large
The train went through nefore day- coach, lighted by electricity and delight and was seen by but a few yard corated with good roads pictures,
men but on its return to Las Vegas wh'ch is used as a lecture room. At
Thursday, it will be greeted by a big night meetings, illustrated WectUres
crowd of farmers and La3 Vegas peo- are given in the lecture car.
The
ple. The train will reach here Thurs- sixth oar is a private car used as livday afternoon at 4 o'clock and be- ing quarters by the train staff.
tween that time and dark everycne
The exhibit car Is in effect a ; ravis invited to visit the train, pass eling agricultural college on wheels.
through the cars, see the exhibits and All alongside the line it has been
talk with the train staff, which in- suggested that this car, carried
cludes the full corps of exoflrta from through the central and eastern state?
in would be one of the strongest adverthe Agricultural college. At
the evening a meeting will be heid in tisements New Mexico could have.
in the Commercial club to which the
There are two large automobile
public and especially the farmers are freight cars, fitted as live stock cars,
Invited, when the entire staif nf ex- and these contain some of the choicperts will speak on sublets o.' .iiiect est blooded dairy and beef cattle ever
Interest to the people of this commu- brought into the state.
The live
nity.
stock includes Viola Birthright, a
One feature of special interest in three year old pure blood Guernsey
the demonstration train is the letter heifer, with a record of 1.54 pounds
writing contest open to all school chil- of butter per day; Emma, a seven
dren under 1 5 years of age. The New year old pure blood Jersey from the
Mexico bureau of immigration. Presi- El Paso Dairy comipany's herd, and
dent Garrison of the Agricultural col- bred at the Agricultural colloge; Dick
cioss
lege and J. D. Tinsley, agricultural a 2 year old Hereford-Shortor- n
demonstrator of the Santa Fe rail- breed; Kindness H., an Aberdeen-Anguheifer which has drawn enthuroad, have offered three prizes of $10,
$5 and $3 each for the three best let- siastic comment from
every stockters on the subject, "What I Learned man who has seen her, Laddie, a
from the Demonstration Train." No yearling Holstein bull, wboae angry
contestant, can enter who is more than expression Is no index to his disposi15 years old.
The letters must not tion, which is all that could be deexceed 500 words in length. All let- sired; Moselle of Lyons, a magnifters must be addressed to the New icent Holstein heifer, bred at ihe colMexico bureau of immigration, Albu- lege. Four stroins of the finest pork
querque, N. M., and must be in that pigs are carried in the care, the
office on or before February 10 when prize member of the little family beWithin these ing a 25 months old Berkshire which
the contest closes.
rules every school child in Las Vegas weighs just 4,800 pounds. There are
who visits the train is invited to en- also e1ghtj coops of pure straing chickter the contest.
ens of finest breeds.
Be sure to be there when the train
A flat car between the two live
arrives Thursday. There will be a stock cars, is used to exhibit cattle
big crowd and it requires consider- and also as a lecture platform for outable time for a careful inspection of door work, while it also carries sevthe train.
eral samples of fruit trees showing
The New Mexico Agricultural de- root growth and development and the
monstration train is being operated best methods of pruning.
The Agricultural college is civil'..?
jointly by the Santa Fe railroad and
the New Mexico Agricultural College, not only much time and expense, but
in the interest of "Better Forming in Its best men to the demonstration
New Mexico." Every station on the train work. The train staff is as fol- Santa Fe lines in New Mexico will be ows:
D. Tinsley, agricultural
by the train and stops
tatmATAior, Santa Fe railroad; Harry
from one to four hours are being j McCowari, assistant to Mr. Tinsley;
made, depending upon the number of president W. E. Garrison of th Agripeople attending and the size of the cultural college; Director Luther Fos
community. The success of the train ter of the college experiment static :
thus far has surpassed the greatest p h Rixby, college irrigation expon ;
expectations of the promoters of the w. x. Conway, superintendent of
During the first three days injiege extension work; H. H. Simpson,
southwestern New Mexico, more than professor of animal husbandry:
thousand people, a majority of biatl oarcja) professor of horticulture:
them farmers and farmers' wives and E P Humbert, professor of agron- chlldren, passed through the cars. omy, and just from the University
Five thousand people visited the train of Maine where he has held a similat Albuquerque Sunday, and fully a ar position. Mr. Humbert is a Ph. D.
thousand people saw the exhibits and trom uorneH ana is considered,
a
heard the lectures at Santa Fe. This strong acquisition to the college facin spite of the counter attraction of ulty. J. W. Knorr, junior on the
inauguration ceremonies.
agricultural course at the college
The equipmen of the first demon who won the trip as a prize in a stock
;

j

-

col-ide-

The schedule of the demonstration

train for the remainder

of

the

HALL

INAUGURU iL

UNPARALLELED
EVENT

6. p. m.

Wednesday, French, 8:30 a. m.;
Maxwell, 11:15 a. m.; Raton 3:30 a. SOCIETY PRESENT EN MASSE
m.; spend night in Raton.
Thursday, Colmor, 8:30 a m.; Nol PROMINENT
CITIZENS FROM ALL
an, 9:50 a. m.; Levy, 11:30 a. m.;
STA.TE
WITH THEIR
PARTS
OF
Las Vegas, 4 p. m. The train will reDANCED.
LADIES,
main at Las Vegas until 9:30 p. m..
and lectures will be given in the
Commercial club. The train then reHALL WAS A SCENE OF BEAUTY
four-hou- r
turns to

PAY BLIZZARDS

TOLL

SIX DEATHS AND MILLIONS OF
LOSS TO CATTLEMEN RESULT
OF COLD IN KANSAS

Topeka, Kan., Jan. 16. At least six
deaths and half a million dollars loss
in live stock are the known results
of the series of cold waves that have
swept Kansas this winter. Letters
and country papers reaching
here
from the western portion of the state
bring harrowing tales of suffering and
tell probable deaths of persons not
yet accounted for. The public utilities commission is investigating conditions.
Trainmen Refuse to Proceed
Larned, Kan., Jan. 16. Mayor Harry Breeze and Bert Bradley of Jet-more are in command or the crew
that early today started back to this
city with Santa Fe train No. 567,
contrary to the orders of Superintendent Tice and over the protests of
Conductor Leitch. A large gang of
men with shovels is opening the cuts
filled with snow. Cattle and other
live stock at Jetmore and Gurdette,
are starving for lack of food.
.

Seven Deaths in Oklahoma
Dalhart, Tex., Jan. 16. Seven persons are reported to have been frozen
to death in what is known as No
Man's land, in the extreme south
western corner of Oklahoma during
the recent blizzard. Five members
of one family were found dead on a
farm near Guymon, Oklahoma, the
body of Henry Falls, a farmer, was
found i na road near Hooper, Okla-ia road road near Guymon, Oklahoma and a "freighter" wos fro
from
zen to death while enroute
Ochiltree, Texas, to Liberal, Kansas.
n

PRINTERS' CONVENTION.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 16. k Mas
ter Printers' Cost congress met in this
city today with leading men 'f the
trade in attendance from New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland and the District of Columbia. The sessions will last two uays
and will be devoted to the discussion
of a uniform price scale and the exchange of ideas on other ;r.attes relating to the printing business.
MASTER

LUMER DEALERS MEET.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 16. The Colorado and Wyoming! Lumber Dealers'
association began its annua convention at the Brown Palace hotel with
a good attendance of members from
the two states. The convention will

continue three days.

16, 1912.

CITY

EDITION.

DECORATIONS

WERE ELABORATE

AND GOWNS OF THE WOMEN
WERE MAGNIFICENT.

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 16. Nightfall darkened the lay; the capltol and
executive mansion, the Ulu raiace ui
the Governors and the armory blazed
The
forth in electrical splendor.
out
stood
of
the
dome
capltol
great
lined against the somber sky and
from the historic old Palace of the
Governors gleamed the names of
those governors whose names are
forever connected with the history of
De Vargas, Perey
New Mexico:
Onate, Bent. Otermin and Wallace,
with that of Mills, the last territorial
the first
governor, and McDonald
state governor.
The impressive ceremonies and the
gaities of the day gave way to the
festivities of the night. The dance
was on, the long anticipated and long
prepared for inaugural ball was at
band
Toe Irilliance without was but a
l?ioiUie or mi; gorgcousaeis!! wiuiiu.
Carr'nses ami . automobile lined the
way aud handsomely gowned women
crowded the
arm silk hatted escorts'
sv'radioly decorated entvuce way.
The entrance room vls one of those
recently improved by the Archaeological society and was handsome with
great paintings representing the prehistoric and historic ages of Santa
Fe and the coming of the Americans
over the old Santa Fe trail. Rich
hangings, overhung with trailing
smiiax decorated the reception room,
where stood Governor McDonald and
his party. The decorations were
specially magnificent, consisting of
smiiax and flags with a profusion of
cut flowers lending their fragrance to
the air. The governor and his entourage stood in front of an embankment oif greenery with a great silk
The rich
in front of them.
flag
gowns of the ladies were enhanced
by the beautiful background. In the
party were Governor McDonald and
Mrs. McDonald, Governor and Mrs.
Mills, Lieutenant Governor De Baca
and Miss McDonald, Mrs. De Baca being ill, and unable to attend, Secretary of State and Mrs. Lucero, Mayor
and Mrs. Arthur Seligman. Passing
the receiving line, the crowds wandered through the Puye and Rlto de
los Frijoles rooms, distinctive for the
e
magnificent mural paintings and
and the exhibit of rare old treasures. The historic old reception room
where the social drama has been so
often enacted, attracted the crowd
also, many of whom lingered to admire the Indian and New Mexican art
exhibits of Carlos Viera.
The ball room and the armory was
connected by a canopied way, and an
artist's skill materially aided and
transformed the rooms into a veritable fairland. The yellov and white
which predominated in the color
scheme of the two buildings developed especially elaborate decorations in
the armory. A dome of yellow hid
the ceiling, worked out with yards
and yards of bunting with pine and
balsam boughs forming
border and
giving a woodsy fragrance to the vast
room. The walls were draped in
white with garlands of ivy and palms
standing out vividly against the snowy
back ground. Electric lights were
lavishly used in the decorations and
1848, the date of the American occupation of the territory, was emblazoned on the wall with 1912, the state
year, opposite in starry brilliance.
Cut flowers added to the splendor
and the gorgeous costumes of the
ladies gave the finishing touch to a
scene of unparalleled magnificence.
el-v-

Lo-tav-

.

At a quarter after 10 o'clock the
grand march was started with GovernA
or and Mrs. McDonald leading, followed by
Governor Mills and Mrs.
Mills, Lieutenant Governor de Bacjj
JOHNSON-FLY- !
and Miss McDonald, Secretary
of
State Lucero, and Mrs. Lucero, Attorney General Clancy and Mrs. Clancy,
former Governor Hagerman and Miss
TO
Lucero and other state officials and
their wives. Dancing was on then in
dad earnest, dlverslued only by trips
to the refreshment rooms situated juBt
back of the building on the Elks' club
grounds and connected by a covered
way with the armory. The armory
$100,-00- 0
balcony was arranged as a rest room
and was also a favorite rendezvous.
Supper was served from 11 p. m. until 2 a. m. The supper room was situated in the assembly room at the
west end of the Old Palace and was
Dark
also magnificently dcorated.
green panels of cloth effectually concealed the priceless books with which
the room 1p filled and formed an ef
fective background for ferns and red
poinsettlas, California peppers cover
ed the ceiling and embowered the
Silver candelabra and great
walls.
LAW CAN INTERFERE WITH
clusters of roses with handsome ap NO
FIGHT
pointments made the dining room a
place of beauty and of epicurean de
light. The first one hundred person"
seated Included the governor and his Local Sportsman Has Been Assured of That Fact by Competent
party, state officials and other promiOther Aspirant for the Mill Is
Legal Authority-On- ly
nent guests.

LAS VEGAS IS

BIDDER

FOR

BATTLE

BE

is:
SOCIAL
Tuesday, Watrous 8 a. m.; Shoe- WAS MOST BEAUTIFUL
maker, 10:30 a, m.; Tipton, 12 noon;
FUNCTION EVER HELD IN
Wagon Mound, 2:10 p. m.; Springer,
ANCIENT CAPITAL.

LIVES AND PROPERTY

Often

:leqraph service

THE

week

Albuquerque for a
stop Friday, leaving thence for the
cut-of- f
country, eastern New Mexico,
and the Pecos valley.
The attendance thus far has demon
strated thoroughly the deep interest
of the people generally in the work
being done by the train and insures
the complete success of the undertaking. The success of this first de
monstration train means undoubtedly
that such a train will be run over the
Santa Fe lines in New Mexico each
year, as an enormous old to the
farmers of the Sunshine state in in
creasing yields, improving their farm
ing methods and swelling their bank
accounts.
The eople of the state have responded enthusiastically to the effort
be'ng made by the Santa Fe and
the Agricultural college, thus far, and
there is no doubt that great crowds
will greet the train throughout the
entire journey.

Overcantion la
Worse Than

;

n

BIG DEMONSTRATION

WIFRI

THE DAILY MAXtM

STAGED

JULY FOURTH

Charles O'Malley Today Wired Promoter
Jack Gurley and Offered Him
for the Big Fistic Contest
Which Will Decide the Heavyweight Championship of
the World

Jarbridge, Nev., a Small Settlement Without
Accommodations for Entertaining Immense

LORINER SAYS HOPKINS

Army of Visitors, Which Gives

TURNED ON HIS FRIENDS
SENATOR GIVES SOME INTERESTING TESTIMONY BEFORE INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

Washington, Jan. 16. Senator Larimer today faced the ordeal of a crots
examination at the hands of the InFrank
vestigators of his letedtlon.
Marble, attorney for the senate committee, led the questioning, prompted
by John J. Healy, a Chicago lawyer.
Senator Kern wanted to know the
details of the ill reeling betwee.t I.ori-me- r
and former Senator Hopkins.
(.
hear it
The committee decided
briefly.
"Well," said Larimer, "after we
had sent him to the senate he turned
on every one of us We felt we were
under no obligations tc iend him
biic!:. I only knew of one man In
wh-- j was for HopMui at hoiit.
1 .';nof
That was Colonel Frank Smith. He
had nn friends at all snfl could not
b e'ected aga'n "
Members o the committer evince'
m;uh interest in the dt.is of the
nr.i ical situation regardir. x the s
lUriid contoFt .n 1909 ami much of
th-morning session was s,icut in
attentions along that line

FAMOUS HOSTELRY

IN

00ST0N IS BURNED
SEVERAL GUESTS HAD NARROW
ESCAPES FROM THE REVERE
ON BOWDOIN SQUARE
16. The
Revere
Jan..
Boston,
House, one of the Oldest and m st
famous hotels in New England, was
partly destroyed by fire early today.

Quick work by the employes and the
firemen saved all the guests though
there were many narrow escapes. The
loss is estimated at $100,000.
The hotel, which fronts on Bow-- ,
doin Square and which has shelter d
such famous guests as the Prince of
Wales, later King Edward VII, Daniel
Webster, Jenny Lind, Emperor Pedro
of Brazil and Admiral Pasha of the
Turkish navy, was a five story structure of stone and brick.
Starting in the rear of the grotto,
a decorated cafe In the lower part ol
the hotel, the fire gained rapid headway and in a few minutes the flames
had leaped up the stairways and elevator wells to the upper stories in the
Bullfinch annex. Employes of the
hotel, policemen, firemen and others
aroused the sleeping guests and there
were many thrilling rescues.
Dozens of women were helped to
safety and several men and women
escaped by climbing to the roofs of
adjoining buildings. The fire escapes
were lined with men and women, and
hastily-raiseladders were the means
of rescue for more than a score. Two
women were let down from a window
and firemen below on ladders brought
them to the street. Clad only in their
night clothes, a majority of the guests
received shelter in nearby hotels
Several lost all their effects.
d

This

City an Advantage

Las Vegas today became an aspir- between Chicago and San Francisco.
No more central location could be seJack Johnson, the heavyweight cham- lected for a big prize fight, according
The New Tork followpion of the world, and Jimmie Flynn, to O'Malley.
the Pueblo firemen, which has been ers of the game would be willing to
scheduled for July 4, next, when travel any distance to witness the
Charles O'Malley wired to Jack Cur-le- scrap and those from Chicago, Kanpromoter of the battle, and of- sas City, Denver and the Pacific coast
fered $100,000 for the contest. The could reach here without making a
wire was for the purpose of getting long and tiresome Journey. O'Malley
In a bid. O'Malley followed the tele- says that every sport loving man in
gram with a lengthy letter In which New Mexico would be here, tot. and
he set forth the advantages Las Ve- that means several thousand piople.
gas can offer to promoters and prinJohnson Blacklists New York
cipals In the championship battle.
Chicago, Jan. 16. Jack
Johnson,
O'Malley has interested a number of
heavyweight, has
sporting world's champion
capitalists who entertain
proclivities and ia prepared to turn decided on a scheme whereby he be
f
over
of the guarantee at once lieves he can more than even up with
and the remainder the day the fight the New York boxing commission for
not allowing him to box in the meis pulled off.
The champion said last
O'Malley has consulted lawyers who tropolis.
ho will place a "black list-- '
that
night
no
him
is
informed
that there
have
the
fighter who boxes In New
law to prevent the staging of me agaist
York.
sevbattle of the giants here. For
By this stand he declares the Flynn-Palzhave
eral years fistic encounters
fight cannot be held if the
been prohibited in New Mexico by
man wants to get a chance for
Pueblo
MexNew
but
since
statutes
federol
Johnson also adico has become a state these are no the championship.
mitted
his
to
thus disappoint
anxiety
not
thought
longer In effect. It is
the
of
this
match In reappromoters
will
state
the
that
legislature
likely
ing a large sum of money.
e
fighting law.
pass an
With the exception of Las Vegas
Frisco Promoters In Bad.
there is but one other place mentionSan
Francisco, Jan. 16. The "prize
a
ed for the fight, Jarbridge, Nev.,
small settlement of a few hundred fight trust" of this city is having
inhabitants. Las Vegas will be able. many varieties of trouble In obtainto offer much greater inducements ing permits from the new board of
After the police committhan Jarbridge on account of the fact supervisors.
tee had apparently settled the whole
the
accommodate
can
better
that it
matter of fights for a month or go
large crowds that will be attracted
ahead,
charges were made yesterdwv
here to witness the fight.
before the board that causod the apIf O'Malley Is successful in landing
plications again to be referred to the
the big ring encounter he says he will committee.
stage the battle either at Gallinas
James Coffroth and Eddy Gralney
park or upon the grounds! of the Mon- tyere denounced by independent rivals
The la .ter as
tezuma hotel property.
being unfit to conduct matches
forms a natural amphitheater and It inasmuch as they had been indicted
would not be difficult to construct for bribery by the graft prosecution.
there an immense arena Mr. O'Mal- On top of this a number of women's
ley slays he believes he can make ar- societies, including the W. C. T. TJ.,
rangements to use the rooms in the the Council of Jewish Wowen and the
hotel for the entertainment of the Oorona and California clubs, asked
vrfsltlng fight fans. "Pbe big building for an investigation of the boxing
will accommjjdwtftfa large crowd and clubs to learn whether they are bona
the Castaneda, the other hotels aftd fide amateurs, as required by the law.
rooming houses and private citizens
who care to entertain' visitors will
be able to take care of the crowds.
COL. WOODWARD RETIRED.
The. Ilazj.JQtel property, too, would
Washington, D. C Jan. 16. After
more than 38 years' service, Colonel
likely be opened up for several days.
"O'Malley, who has followed the ring Charles C. Woodward, of the Coast
himself to a considerable extent dur- Artillery corps, was transferred to fie
ing the palmy days of his youth, de- retired list of the army today on his
application. Colonel Woodward
clares Las Vegas would be an excellent place for a training grounds for is from Maryland and was graduated
the big fighters. The delightful cli- from the West Point academy in 1877.
mate would allow them much, outdoor
training and track work. Should they
IN MEMORY OF GEN. CORBIN
care to withdraw from the' gaze of too
New York, Jan. 16. 'A bronze tablet
many fans as the day of the battle to the memory of the late Major Gendraws near they could find many at- eral Henry C. Corbin, U. S. A., w(as
tractive and almost inaccessible placIn Corbin Hall, Governor's
es in the mountains where they could Island today with interesting ceremonspar, jump the rope and rest while ies. The memorial was provided'
their trainers and press agents kept through subscription by about 50 repthe sporting world Informed of their resentative men of the country, indoings.
cluding senators, army officers, finanLas Vegas is practically half way ciers and others.

ant for the big fistic battle between

one-hal-

anti-priz-

on

ed
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A

DISPLAY

JANUARY

16, 1912.

WHITE EVENT PROVIDES THE VERY BEST WHITE WEAR VALUES IN YEARS.

UNIQUE

MAGNIFICENT

OPTIC TUESDAY,

OF

BEAUTIFUL

THE WORLD IN WHITE

UNDERMUS-LIN- S

DRESS GOODS

This Unique White Event Provides The Very Best
White Wear Values in Years.

AT LOWEST PRICES
s
Correctly designed, prettily trimmed and priced as good
never were before. This collection of dainty princess slips,
combinations, corset covers, skirts, gowns, and drawers presents a
rare opportunity to supply your Muslinwear needs for months to
come at substantial savings that may not be duplicated for years.
50c Garments at
37c $2.00 Garments at
$1.48
48c $2.50 Garments at
65c Garments at
1.87
2.19
75c Garments at
57c $3.00 Garments at
2.55
73c $3.50 Garments at
$1.00 Garments at
2.98
92c $4.00 Garments at
$1.25 Garments at
3.73
$1.50 Garments at
$1.12 $5.00 Garments at
1.29
4.45
$6.00 Garments at
$1.75 Garments at
under-muslin-

AT REDUCTIONS

OF SNOWY WHITENESS

THAT WILL SURPRISE AND APPEAL
Bolts upon bolts totalling thousands of yards of tiie newest,
with crisp
freshest, crispest white yard goods that ever crackle.
reduct'ons,
newness and sturdiness and appealed with irresistible

A bigger, better, broader white event than any we'eve ever held bigger in point of quantities,
better in point of qualities, broader in point of money-savin- g
opportunities. The entire store a vision
of snow white loveliness. Aisles and walls banked by stocks, heaps and rows of white yard goods
and white wear of every description freshly, crisply new, perfect and without a flaw and priced as
seldom before.
As far back as three months ago we commenced to plan this bigger, better,
broader White
Sale.
We started early because we had fully .decided that we would leave no stone unturned in
We got in touch with the
malting this the most memorable white event ever attempted herebaouts.
land's foremost white goods manufacturers and secured white goods of undoubted quality at price
concessions out of the ordinary. We secured hundreds of templing offers which have enabled us to
assemble
The greateat collection of fine WHITE GOODS at lowest prices in the history of local retailing,
as far as we know of.
Here's your
white wear opportunity! Take full advantage of it!

i
such as the following:
LInweave Suiting of exceptional quality, peryard
36 inch LInweave Suiting with linen finish
36 inch Linweave Suiting with linen cambric finish, per yard
LInweave Checks and Stripes, all new patterns, per yard
Linweave Checks in new attractive effects, per yard
LInweave Checks and Stripes in sheer, dainty effects, per yard.
Linweave in plain effects, 40 Inches to 45 inches wide, sheer

36 Inch

once-ln-a-ye-

25c
35c
30

25c
30c
35c
50c

texture, 40c to

Sale will Commence Monday January, IS
The Price we Paid for These
Domestics Was Based
on 10c Cotton.
This means that you can now
secure the very best qualities at
lower prices than were formerly
charged for indifferent goods. For
instance:
10-Bleached Peppore!! Sheet4

9-- 4

4

26c

ing
Bleached

Peppereil Sheet-

ing
Bleached

Peppereil Sheet-

24c

22c
ing
36 inch Bleached Muslin, worth
7c

8

45c

inch

Bleached

Peppereil

Muslin
42

14c

inch

Bleached

Peppereil

Muslin
36 inch

12c

Percales, fast colors..

10c

THESE STURDY, GENUINE

LINENS

FROM A MANUFACTURER

WERE

HERE

SECURED

ARE

SOME

VALUES

IN NEW

SHEETS

AND

You will want a Year's Supply When you see

PILLOW GASES THAT DESERVE TO DE

WHO NEEDED

These Towels.

CALLED EXTRAORDINARY.

THE READY CASH.

You

"Extraordinary"

We had the money and obtained extraordinary price concessions of which we offer you full benefit. Now is the 'ime

is a big word

;ibiised, but we believe

to anticipate your linen requirements for the year while assortments are generous and prices low.
60 inch Mercerized Table Damask, worth 35c, special
27c
64 inch Mercerized Table Damask, worth 60c, special
47c
70 inch Unbleached TableLinen, worth 85c, special
67c
72 inch Unbleached Table Linen, worth $1.00, special
78c
69c
70 inch Bleached TableLinem, worth 90c, special
87c
72 inch Bleached Table Linen, worth $1.15, special
67c
72 inch Bleached Table Linen, worth $1.25, special
72 inch Bleached Table Linen, worth $1.50, special
$1.15
84 inch Bleached Table Linen, worth $1.90, special
$1.45
72 inch Bleached Table Linen, worth $2.75, special
$2.19
all
at
the
above
to
match
reduced
greatly
prices.
Napkins

that

that

is

much

when you inspect these

goods, see these splendid qualities, with your own

eyes and consider these little prices, you will also
say "extraordinary."
"Peppereil"

81x90

Peppereil

Sheets, special

65c

72x90

"Elmdale" Sheets, special

47c

Sheets,

60c

special

81x90

Elmdale

72x90

Sheet of good quality, special

45x36

White Waists.

52c

Sheets, special

322c

"Peppereil' Pillow Cases
"K. E. O." Pillow Cases

insignificant price tags.

Worth

Per Pair $2. 75
All of our $3.50 and $4.00 Oxfords and Party Slippers, including Satins, Velvets, Swedes
and Patent Leather, choice

ONLY

Per Pair $2.50

14c

worth

.

20c. special

16c

worth

35c, special

27c

Linen Huck T vels, size 20x40,
worth 35c, special

Fringed

Damask

worth

12J2c

.

Towels,

size

50c, special

Damask

worth

250

85c,

Towels,

40c
size

special

Billows upon billows of
dainty, beautiful, new and
clean goods away below their actual intrinsic
worth. 6000
yards of the newest most desirable patterns
received
just
2 inch to 4 inch
embroidery of newest designs in Swiss'
Nainsook and Hamburg, per yard 7ic to
12jc
inch to 8 inch
Embroidery i n
an excellent variety of newest
patterns per yd.
10c to 25c
3

in. to 27 inch
in
Flouncings
unusually a t
tractive patterns
per yard
35c up to $1.25
Insertions to
match all of
above
14

Embriodery

ESTABLISHED 166&

12c

Linen Huck Towels, size 18x38,

20x40,

--

EACH

lr,c, special

Fine Embroideries Were
Never So Low.

SHOE PRICES CUT IN TWO
This January Shoe Sale will surpass any similar sale we have given. Never have we offered such values or such a variety of good desirable models from which to choose.
Our entire stock of women's $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00 high shoes including Velvet, Swedes,
Patent Leathers, Russia Calf and Russia Calf with Velvet tops, both button and Lace, choose

Here are

some random examples:
Good Huck Towels, size 18x38,

Scalloped

BEST FALL and WINTER MODELS GREATLY REDUCED FOR OUR JANUARY SALE

One lot of Women's Lingerie Waists, left from last Season, all good desirable Styles, well made from good materials, neatly and tastefully trimmed, slightly soiled from
handling, sizes 34, 38 and 40, worth from $1.50 to $3.00
each, Special for our January White Sale,

in

you

spect the high quality and see the

20x40,

Desirable Styles in Women's

when

Linen Huck Towels, size 19x38,

72x90

42x36

surely will

Feston Banding
lj inches to 3i
inches wide at
22&c to 25c
Allover Swiss
Embroidery, all
new and dainty
patterns, per yd.
75c to $1.25

67c
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Templeton

Health through Lydia E.
Pinkham's Compound.

ARMY OFFICERS HAVE
DIFFICULT TIME ACCEPTING
HONORARY POSITIONS

Hooper, Nebraska.
"I am very glad
Chicago. Jan. 16. What a lot of
red tape must be unwound before to tell how Lydia E. Pinkham 's Vegetable
Compound has hel ped me. For five years
an army off! er can
accept an honor- I suffered from female troubles so I was
ary position outside the army. Colon- scarcely able to do my work. I took docel William C. Gorgas, in charge of the tors' medicines and used local treatments
department of sanitation on the Pan- but was not helped. I had such awful
ama Canal Zone discovered before he bearing down pains and my back was so
I could hardly walk and could not
became third vice president of the weak
ride. I often had to sit up nights to sleep
National Drainage congress, organiz-e- and
my friends thought I could not live
last month In Chicago to meet first long. At my request my husband got
In New Orleans. April
a com- - me a bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegmitee will accompany members of Il- etable Compound and I commenced to
linois Manufacturers' association on take it By the time I had taken the
seventh bottle my health had returned
their trip to Panama to
personally re- and I began doing my washing and was a
quest the attendance of Colonel Gor- well woman. Atone time for three weeks
gas at the meeting. The correspond- I did all the work for eighteen boarders
ence concerning Colonel Gorgas' elec- with no signs of my old trouble returntion and hU final acceptance with the ing. Many have taken your medicine
al er seeing what it did for me. I would
approval of the secretary of war com- not take
$1000 and be where I was. You
prised seven letters and official docu- have my permission to use
my name if
ments; all on one sheet or letter
it will aid anyone.
Susie Tempieced out to the length of le- pleton, Hooper, Nebraska.
ThePinkham record is a proud and peergal cap. Colonel Gorgas was nominated for the position December 8. The less one. It is a record of constant vicover the obstinate ills of woman ills
following day Edmund T. Perkins, tory deal out
that
despair.
acting president, forwarded to the It is an established
war
of
a
letter asking offi- fact that Lydia E.
secretary
cial consent to the relation. When Pinkham's Vegetathis letter was received by the war ble Compound has
health to thoudepartment a slip of pa,er was pasted
to the end and the letter was folded, sands of such suffering women.
Why
writing inside, so as to give four don't you try it if you
folds.
On the first fold are a num- needsuch a medicine?
ber of endorsements, showing briefly
the contents of the letter and the from Chicago to New York and back
writer, his address and the date again, have received reprimand from
also the date of receipt, December Governor Hlease of South Carolina in
U, and the file number, the adjutant a letter to Colonel E. J. Watson, comgeneral's office stamp and file num- missioner of agriculture of that state,
ber, and the surgeon general's stamp for his activties outside the state in
and file number. On the second fold its behalf. The rebuke has started a
is the first indorsement by the adju- discussion of what limits shall be put
tant general. Below this appears: upon official zeal. With northwestern
"Second indorsement.
War depart- states aflame with enthusiasm for
ment, office of surgeon general, De- their governors' triumphal journey iO
cember 14, 1911. Reejiectfully return- the complacent east Governor Blease's
ed to the adjutant general
of the letter
of reprimand, after Colonel
army, recommending that Colonel W. Watson had borne an active part in
C. Gorgas, medical corps, be notified Chicago in the organizing of the Na-o- f
a
his election as third vice president tional Drainage congress,
was
of the National Drainage congress." startling display of old
fashioned
On the third fold is the third indorse- ideas.
In Kansas the commissioner
ment from the adjutant general, stat- of agriculture won national fame for
ing, "December 14, 1911. Respectfully his state by his work, outside of it as
referred to Colonel William C. Gor- much as by his work in it. Most of
gas, medical corps. Owlebra, Canal the South Carolina colors have tak
Zone, Panama, to note and return. en up cudgels for Commissioner Wat
Bv order of the secretary of war." On son, though he himself
was quite
the third fold is also the fourth in- mild In his reply to his superior offidorsement aB follows: "Deimrtment cer. TheC harlotte Observer said:
of sanitation. Office of the chief san- "Governor Blease complains that Mr.
itary officer. Anoon, C. Z., Decem- Watson, who makes trdis to cotton
ber 28, 1911. Respectfully returned. congresses, good roads conferences,
I desire to express my appreciation 'mmigratlon conventions and various
of the honor In being elected third other meetings, has not been attendvice president, and to inform Mr. ing to his business; has not shut himW. C. self up in his office, put his feet upon
Perkins of my acceptance.
A the
officer."
chief
sanitary
table, lighted a cigar and leaned
Gorgas,
cablegram had been set to Colonel back in his chair to ponder upon the
Gorgas at the same time the letter movements of the people on Main
was written to the secretary of war, street. Whom does he expect to rep
so that he knew what, it was all about resent the state at those convenwhen the document reached him tions usually attended by the commissioners of agriculture? If there is
through the circuitous method.
anything the south needs it Is men
who will go out into the highways and
Chicago's Blizzard was Costly
The low temperature which in Chi- hedges and present the opportunities
dura- of the south to the men who have
cago established new records of
a
century will money for 'nvestment, to show the
tion for nearly half
in higher advantage of the south to prospective
dollars
million
cost many
food and farmers, to proclaim the virtues of
over
for
country
the
prices
of
produce, fruits the south to the people of the north
fuel and In losses
and plumbing. The cabbage and po- and the west who are ignorant of
tato could not travel without extra what we have in the way of opporagainst freeing; fthe tunity. The commissioners of agriprecaution
stoves and furnaces became insati- culture are specially fitted to attend
able and the way plumbing froze and to this work."
burst was beyond anything ever seen,
scarce in days
Importers Spoil Potatoe Trade
plumbing having been
poorIn
the
"cold
potatoes now mean cheap poHigh
spells."
of similar
er tenement houses havoc was tatoes when the next crop Is harvest
wrought with waterpipes but plent,y ed, according to Chicago market fig
of expensive flats were !n no better ures showing that in previous years
case. Sh'pment of produce practical- an enormous increase in acreage of
and before the potatoes followed
extremely high
ly came to a standstill
famine prices. The potatoes imported to
supplies can be restored
new Chica- supply the demand this year have es
prices will prevail. The
during tablished a new factor that threatens
refrained
coal
monopoly
go
several days of severe old beginning to ruin the hopes of all who hope
to to make a fortune in 1912 by planting
to talk of famine but then began
notch
by
their farms to potatoes and wringing
shove the prices upward,
a
the
fabulous price for them from the
public's
watch'ng
notch, carefully
to deter- consumer. Nearly a million bags,
be
to
squeezed
willingness
would be
bushels, had been imported up
mine how much of a harvest
were to January 1. Irish and English po
Volluble explanations
safe.
slow." tato growers are not likely to forget
made that the "railroads were
will ioifow this market after their taste of high
which
weather
warm
The
to ruin prices. "Indications are that the
this severe cold is expected
held lowly spud will have first place as an
of
apples
barrels
million
the six
speculators
agricultural gold mine until the next
by
storage
ordinary
in
capacity
Cold
storage
crop swamps the market," said one
1.
on January
1911 apple crop prophet. The government reports pet
the
for
smaH
too
was
in Chicago the farm value per bushel this year
although It Is said that
of apples are almost 50 per cent higher than for
barrels
million
a
alone
1910, the average price quoted being
In cold storage.
79.9 cents as compared
with 55.7
Parties cents in 1910 and 54.1 cents In 1909
Boosting
Against
Governor
for cities,
Official boosting parties
West Becoming Insurance Center
which received
sections,
and
states
recent
west has gained enormously In
The
the
a fresh impetus from
western governor, the total of funds of Its insurance
of
the
jaunt
10-1-

"--

.

i

t
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companies and Chicago has become a
center in life Insurance affairs second
only to New York as bank clearings
and other data go to show. As tho
largest of the western companies have
invested most of their reserves In
farm mortgages, the development of
agriculture has been benefitted and
the policy holders, where the companies were of a mutual character,
have received higher dividends. The
zone In which loans are considered
safe gradually is widening and the Interest return is consequently not defavored
clining except in specially
districts: on the whole Is advancing.
On the other hand the legal reserve
companies which invest 'n securities
have suffered by the decline in the
prices of standard bonds. They do
not suffer so much as they formerly
did from the much greater decline in
Btock. Ever since the Armstrong
legislation the investment of life in
surance companies in stocks has been
greatly reduced, bonds and mortgages being the preferred forms of
investment now. A tabulation of the
investments of the leading life insurance compaives for 1910 showed that
bonds made up 45 per cent of the'r
ledger assets, with an average return
of 4.34 per cent. The proportion of
mortgage loans showed an increase as
well as an increased return, it being
5.08 per cent In 1910, as compared
with 5.02 per cent In 1909, the first
year in the last decade in which the
average rate was more than 5 per
cent. The average return for all classes of investments for 1910 was 4.75
per cent, but the figures for 1911 will
not be available for several months.
Assets or the legal reserve life companies at the end of the year are estimated at M.000,000,000 of which
$11,600,000,000 are reserves carried for
the fulfillment of contracts under tho
law and over $250,000,000 represent
surplus to pojley holders.
American Money in Mexico
The billion dollars of American investments in Mexico again are increasing at a tremendous rate, according to Robert J. Kerr, a Chicago
attorney who is considered an authority on Mexican law and rolitics. During the rebellion which ended 30
years of Diaz government, the British
bargain hunters were on hand and
British investments multiplied by ten
while the rate of investment of American capital dwindled to 5 or 10 per
cent of the normal. German bankers
already have come over to buy properties which the war scare may have
depressed in price or take up new
projects of development or trade. The
stability of property and of Otles are
said by Mr. Kerr to be even greater
In Mexico than In the United States.
A new railroad through Tabasco In
southern Mexico and the opening of
the harbor of Frontera to shipping of
the largest size has Centered attention
upon the Tabasco district where tropical agriculture reaches its greatest
luxuriance. In early days the pirates
of the Caribbean sea were found hiding in the network of channels of the
Grljalva river, which river now is the
artery of commerce to the fertile
and center of interest as restored peace brings new activity in
that region.
NO REASON

FOR DOUBT

Statement of Facts Backed by a
Strong Guarantee.
We guarantee complete relief to all
sufferers from constipation, or, in
every case where he fail, vfe will supply the medicine free.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effective, dependable, and safe bowel regulator, strengthener and tonic. They
nature's functions
air to
in a quiet, easj way. They do not
cause inconvenience, griping, or nausea. They are so pleasant to take
and work so easily that they may be
taken by any one at any time. They
thoroughly tone up the whole system
to healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
and ideal for the use of children, old
folks, and delicate persons. We cannot too highly recommend, them to all
sufferers from any form of constipation and Its attendant evils. Three
sizes, 10c, 25c and 50c. Remember,
you can obtain Rexall Remedies in
this community only at our store
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
A

NEW STYLES FOR OLD
The latest shapes and fashions In
hats, styles, new and
large
and small, trimmed and untrlmmed.
Hats that make the old look young
and the young attractive millinery
that sets off the crowning charm of
feminnity and gives the wearer an
individuality that becomes a personal asset.
All this and more Is realized bv the patrons of Mrs. Wallls,
milliner, on Sixth street

When given as soon as the croupy
cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy will ward off an attack of
croup and prevent all danger and
cause of anxiety.
Thousands of
mothers use it successfully. For sale
by all druggists.

OPTIC,

TUESDAY,

JANUARY

US

HER FRIEND'S
GOOD ADVICE

Newburg, Ala. "For more than
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains In
my back and bead. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me (temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try
Cardul, so I be?an taking it, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardul and were greatly benefited
I shall always praise Cardul to sick
and suffering women."
Cardul Is a purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its Ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardul has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried It? If not, please
do. It may be just what you need.
nnoga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Terin., for Special
douk
nuinp iiciis
lrutiruciiuits, ana
for Women." sent In plain wrapper, oa request.

Politics and
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Madison, Wis., is to vote next month
on the commission form of govern
nient.
The republican state convention of
Maine will be held in Bangor, April
10.

The Wisconsin supporters of Presi
dent Taft are to hold a state rally
in Milwaukee January 20.
Speaker Adklns of the Illinois house
of representatives has formally an
nounced his candidacy for the repub
lican nomination for governor.
Senator Owen of Oklahoma, whose
term will expire next March, will be
opposed for
by former Gov
ernor Charles N. Haskell.
Congressman M. E. Olmsted of the
eighteenth Pennsylvania district is
mentioned as a possible candidate for
the republican nomination for gov
ernor.
The first candidate to announce for
the republican gubernatorial nomlna
tion at the primaries in Maine next
June is William T. Haines of Water- vilie.
Senator Henry Cabot Ixdge of Mas
sachusetts and Representative Frank
ii. Willis of Ohio are to speak at the
Lincoln celebration in Springfield, 111.,
next month.
John Hays Hammond of Massachusetts and Governor Robert P. Bass of
New Hampshire are to speak at the
opening meeting of the republican
campaign in Michigan in February.
William J. Bryan's name has been
advanced for a position on the democratic primary ballot in Nebraska as
a preferential candidate for the presidency by a petition placed on file with
the secretary of state.
Professor P. G. Holder., known as
the originator of the corn gospel, has
resigned his position as superintendent of the extension department of the
Iowa Agricultural College to become
a candidate for the republican nomination for governor.
There will be only 182 delegates in
the next democratic state convention
in Pennsylvania, which is less than
half the number in the last convention. The number of delegates has
heen reduced by reason of the small
vote cast for the democratic candidate
for governor in 1910, upon which the
basis of representation is fixed.
Among the speakers to be neard at
the annual dinner of the League of
Republican State clubs ic be, given in
Washington next, month will be Governor Hadley of 'Missouri, Governor
Goldsborough of Maryland, former
Vice President Fairbanks of Indiana,
Job Hodges of New York and John
Hays Hammond of Massachusetts.
John C. Capers, president of the
league, will be toastmaster.
Governor W. R. Stubbs of Kansas,
one of the original progressives, has
declared himself in favor of the nomination and election of Theodore
Roosevelt for president. Governor
Stubbs is a warm admirer of Senator
La Follette, but believes that he
should not be nominated for president for the reason that his removal
from the "progressive" leadership of
the senate would be to take a great
factor for good out of that body and
thereby wjeaken the cause.
The California Equal Suffrage association, which after 3U years of constant effort has succeeded in having
the ballot conferred upon the women
of the state,- has decided to continue
its organization in order to help the
women of other states in their fight
for the franchise.
Everybody reads The Optic

VEGAS TO BE

ON CONTINENTAL

The Results Made This Newburg
Lady Glad She Followed

Suggestion.
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"Our Personal Guarantee
to all Skin Sufferers"
K. D. GOODALL

HIGHWAY

We have been In business In this town bottle will cost you nothing. Tou alon
for some time, and we are looking to to Judge.
build up trade by always advising our
Again and again we have seen how a
few drops of this simple wash applied
WILL BE LOCATED ON THE NEW patrons right.
to
the skin, takes away the itch, inSo when we tell you that we have
found the eczema remedy and that we stantly. And the cures all seem to ba
CROSSFE
SANTA
TRAIL,
stand back of It with the manufacturer's permanent.
Prescriptionofmade by the
Iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves D. D.D. D.D. D.Laboratories
COUNTRY AUTO ROAD
Chicago, is
you can depend upon It that we give otil"
of
composed
thymol, glycerine, oil of
advice not In order to sell a few bottles
soothing,
of medicine to skin sufferers, but be- wlntergreen and other healing,
And if you are
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell of this cause we know how It will help our cooling Ingredients.
just crazy with itch, you will feel
business If we help our patrons.
the Itch absolutely
soothed and
city has been selected as vice presiWe keep In stock and sell, all the well washed away cooled,
the moment you applied
dent of the New Santa Fe Trail as- known skin remedies. But we will say this D. D.
D.
from any
this :m If you are
We have made fast friends of more
sociation, which has as its object the kind of Skin trouble,:ufterlng
eczema, psoriasis,
one family by recommending this
or tetter, we want you to try a full than
rash
to a skin sufferer here and
of
Santa
historic
the
incorporation'
size bottle of D. D. D. Prescription. remedy
and we want you to try it jiow
there
'
y
Fe trail in the new transcontinental And, if it does not do the work, this on our positive
guarantee.
Colonel Twitchell says that
highway.
K. D. GOODALL, East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
a numler of the officers and members
of the association expect to visit the
southwest soon. He suggests that las came the extension from Hutchinson
102 YEARS OLD.
to greet
Vegas make preparations
Ocean Grave, N. J., Jan. 16. John
east to Kansas City, and then from
them hospitably.
Kansas City east to Old Franklin, Moore Butler, of this place, familThe following article by R. H. Fax Mo., where the Old Santa Fe trail had iarly known as "Uncle John," celebrated his one hundred and second
on of Garden City, Kan., president of its
beginning. Still later came the
the New Santa Fe Trail association.
of that territory in Colorado birthday anniversary today by quietly
the and New Mexico
his numerous friends at the
will be of interest throughout
lying between La receiving
home
where
he boards with his eighty
southwest:
Junta and Santa Fe.
old son, a helpless paralytic. Unyear
The New Santa Fe trail is already
Within 24 hours of the adjournment til a
snort time ago Mr.
a link in the transcontinental road of
the Hutchinson convention in Jan Butlercomparatively
excellent health and
enjoyed
way, and is an interstate good road.
uary, 1910, a dozen counties were at the full use of his faculties. But catThe trail follows largely the line work on the
roadway. The route was aracts which formed over
his eyes
of the Old Santa Fe trail, famous
directness made him
picked, bearing in mind
almost completely blind and
highway of commerce in days of old, and as
nearly as possible adherence owing to his age the doctors would not
and pr serves the history and tradi- to
the lines of the old trail. Jogs and undertake an
of
i
the
tion of hat wonderful highway
operation for the re
crooked places were made straight; moval of the films. Mr.
of
the
last
Butler, who
century.
early (lays
sand stretches were clayed; flimsy was born on Staten
Island, where he
T' o New Santa Fe trail is interbridges and crossinge were renewed, lived many years as the neighbor of
state In that it begins in Missouri,
largely with concrete. The common the late Commodore Vanderbllt, has
traverses the length of Kansas, purdrag was Invoked and It was not long
sues a course up the Arkansas valley until the finest dirt road in the west been a hard worker all his life, has
never used tobacco and liquor only
to La Junta, where it divides, one was the result.
sparingly. He owned a number of fast
branch going up to Pueblo to connect
In Colorado, the trail was made a horses and used to drive them to a
with the Rainbow route and the other
state highway, subject to supervision trotting cart until about five years
traveling southwesterly from La Junta and
expenditure of funds by the state ago.
through Trinidad and into New Mex- commission, and with the
hearty cothe
ico, ending at Santa Fe, where
of all the county boards. In
operation
old trail ended.
after county made
HOME MADE CANDIES
It was no mean movement, this Kansas, county
the trail a county road, which was the That's
New
Fe
Santa
the
descriptive of the products of
trail,
campaign for
best that could be done in that state the Potter Candy Kitchen.
for it. had large beginning and its
They are
until such time as the state constitu- a home product and
are made
founders looked well into the future.
they
should be amended so as to per- by the most
expert candy makeJrs
The trail movement was the earliest tion
mit
state to take part In work of money can obtain. Hence we lead all
the
and the most comprehensive of the
now forbidden.
modern good roads movements in all internal improvement,
competitors In this district Try a
route
was
The
logged, marked by box of our chocolates. We cover the
the west.
The New Santa Fe trail was born in substantial and attractive design of entire retail field. F. B. Potter.
a great convention held at Hutchin- emblem similar to that of the Santa
It was the Fe railroad, and county committeeson, January 30, 1907.
MOt HER IS A CRANK.
result of the long cherished desire of men and division vice presidents kept
About the manner in which the
Frequent
two young newspaper men C. H. the organization In line.
clothing ot the household is washed.
Scott of Hutchinson and R. H. Faxon meetings have been held, both in It Is for this reason that she has beof Garden City not only to build a Kansas and In Colorado, and close gun sending the weekly wash to the
modern highway through the Arkan- touch with the local workers main Las Vntoas Steam Laundry. Besides
sas valley, to make the valley fa- tained by tho president, vice presi she is relieved of the worry r" wash
mous, to preuerve the tradition of the dents and secretary.
day. It is surprising how cheap
Historians and government repre washing Is being done, too.
old trail, but to plan for the future
which they saw the time when there sentatives, motor organization experts
motor and national
should
officials,
be transcontinental
highway
THE PROPER WAY
travel andHhis road might be a link have traversed the trail with exceedA home should be managed like any
not
a
road
care.
There
is
national
in a great cross continent highway
ing
other business enterprise. The house
After repeated conferences, a con map today that does not show the
wife should open a household bank
and
New
at
was
called Hutchinson,
Santa Fe trail. The United
vention
make regular deposits, pay
account,
to be delegates to it, commercial clubs States department of agriculture reher bills by check. It is the safe and
were asked to name representatives, cognizes it. The great motor and highbetter way. We appreciate small
motor clubs were called on to do like- way organizations of the east all rehouse checking accounts as well as
wise, and county commissioners and gard it as accepted as a link in the
ones.
large
Suppose you try the
mayors and fanners institutes and comj'ng transcontinental highway.
way. First National Bank.
proper
township boards. It was confined, at
that time, to that portion of Kansas
LEATHER INQUIRY BEGINS.
lMing in the Arkansas valley between
IN NEW YORK CITY
Washington, Jan. 16. Representa
Hutchinson and the Colorado line. R.
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at tive shoe manufacturers and tanners
H. Faxon was chairman of the con- Bfrjoadway land Flftyilourtih
street from various parts of the country ap
vention and C. H. Scott secretary, and near Central park, an ideal location peared before the tariff board
today
later they ware chosen president and in the retail shopping and theatet to give their views as to the best
secretary of the organization.
elevated methods of conducting the investiga-tilodistrict, with the subway,
Nearly 500 delegates responded to and surface cars at hand. A hand
of the board into the leather
the call, and the Magna Charta of some, modern, beautifully furnished schedule. In addition to consulting
good roads, thus far, In the west was hotel with one of the best restau with the shoe men and tanners the
written that day in the declaration rants in the city, but moderate in board will send its own agents into
of principles. It was not long until prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei the field to study the industry and
the trail was extended into Colorado
ay up. Send for booklet Harry P gather statistics upon whlcn to base
and up to Canon City. A little later Stlmson, manager.
its conclusions.
n

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$50,000 .00

$100,000.00

M. CUNNINGHAM, President
FRANK jrKiiiUcK vice President

J.

I -

HOSKINS. Cashier

LA
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand.'you can grasp an
with the other.

op-tuni- ty

tT

eo

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Warranty Deeds
Ten Lakes Land Co. to Cha. les E.
Moyses July 14, 1911, 100 acres in
9, twp. 17 R. 17. Consideration

CO.

Washington, Jan. 16. Senate in
session at 2 p. m.
v
M. M. PADGETT
Senator Lorlmer, resuming his deEDITOR
fense before alefetion inquiry committee, testified that "after we sent
A. J. Hopkins to the senate he turned on every one of us."
Entered at the Postofflce at East
Interstate commerce committee re
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Mails sumed its hearing upon trust prob
lems.
a secona class matter.
Posiofftce commitoe heard argu
ment of Claries S. Hernly of New
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
castle, Ind.,' against establishment of
DAILY, BY CARRIER:
parcels post.
Per
.05
Copy
I
..$
Senator Gallinger decided not to
1 One Week
16
for a voe today for president
press
One
Mcuth
66
y
tern of senate, foreshadowing a
One Year
7.50 pro
protracted delay.
DAILY BY MAIL:
House: Met at noon.
i One tear
$6.oo
Resumed cohsiieration of the Dis
Six Months
3.00
trict of Columbia apirropriation bill.
Rules committee heard representa
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
tives and others regarding money and
GROWER.
On Year
$2.00 shipping "trusts."
Arbuckle brothers claimed $122,500
Six Months
100
loss in ISlO'ffom shipping syndicate
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- discriminating? TT
Foreign affairs committee heard
tions).
Kemit by draft, check or money Buffalo, Detroit and other Interests
order. If sent otherwise we will not advocating additional water power
be responsible for loss.
at Niagara Falls.
Specimen copies free on apFlication.
Representative Sherley, Kentucky
before interstate commerce commitCiL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT tee, ursred his bill against patent med
icines, claiming fraudulent
properTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
ties.
PAID FOR,
Erban A. Walters of Denver, before
civil
reform committee,
service
Advertisers are guaranteed the
that
had been ilcharged
$17,000,000
and
dally
circulation
weekly
(rgest
of any newspaper in Northwestern legally expended for postal service in
New Mexico.
railway mail cars.
Sugar investigating committee limited public hearings, barring testimoTUESDAY, JANUARY 16, 112
ny of tariff and beet industry conditions.
Independents, protested in
TIJFSS AGENT CAMPAIGNS vain.
Judiciary committee favorably actOne who has liven long and pre
ed on plan to change presidential insuffered
much
sumably
complains
that a sense of weariness overcomes auguration to last Thursday in April.
Representative Berger, Wisconsin,
him with the progress of the puba constitutional
licity campaigns now going on in the socialist, proposed
interests of various candidates for amendment for woman suffrage.
Representative Sherley, Kentucky,
the presidency. The natural inquiry,
of $13,500
he says. Is whether the press agents asked an appropriation
are advertising soiibrettes and dan- equivalent to a year's salary, for the
gers or broad public men who are widow of the late Justice Harlan .f
the supreme court.
aspiring to the greatest office in the
gift of the American people.
There is a
dictum
that the office should seek the man.
ATTEMPT TO KILL
Hut whoever urst gave expression to
this patriotic sentiment has mould-- ,
red into dust, and if he were now on.
PREMIER IS
ft he would be amazed and
' s'b&ked at the
political methods in
vogue. The professional press agent YUAN SHI KAI HAD NROW ES
CAPE THIS MORNING FROM
has been exalted to a high sphere.
No longer does he timidly exploit the
EXPLODING
BOOM.
adventures of the actress with a
That is
penchant for losing jewels.
Peking, Jan. 16. The bomb, which
for the amateurs, in this advanced was thrown
at Premier Yuan Shi
day even candidates for the presi- Kai's carriage while he was on his
salaried press
dency employ high
way to the imperial court this mornagents and also maintain costly ing and which killed two
soldiers, inheadquarters and campaign machin- jured 17 other persons.
Eight or ten
ery.
of these are expected to die. The
There are at the present moment bomb throwers were
captured.
six or seven avowed candidates for
The public executioner was at
the presidency, each of whom has as once called and with his assistants is
elaborate a publicity bureau as any now
standing sentinel in front o
circus, and employs similar methods. house in which the would-b- e assassins
The bureaus arrange for speeches, are confined. He will remain on
duty
write magazine articles with names there until he receives orders from
of candidates attached, outline speech- the
imperial authorities, who it is
es and choose "issues." with instrucwill command that the men
expected
tions to candidates as to the number be executed immediately. Yuan Shi
and character of interviews to give Kai's assailants were three Chinamen,
out and functions to attend. They said to be
prominent revolutionaries.
see to it that their chiefs are invited
were standing on the sideThey
to dinners and have places on speak- walk when the
premier's carriage aping programs. In fact, the publicity proached. When the vehicle was
as?ent of today is the real campaign about 30
yards from them, one of the
manager and upon his skill much de- men threw a large bomb in its direcpends.
tion, but his laira. was so bad that
Of course, all this sort of thing the missile exploded 20 feet from the
does tend to cheapen the presidency. carriage.
The vehicle rattled and
It is an insult to American intelli- shook from the shock but Yuan Shi
The man with the loudest Kai escaped unscathed and appeared
gence.
band gets the best hearing. He who not to be greatly perturbed. The
does not play the game as it is played force of the explosion was so great
by his competitors is handicapped. that many houses hundreds of yards
We have come to a time when dig- away were shaken.
nified statesmanship is at a disadvants
The
proclaim the
age.
Throne Agrees to Abdicate.
"progressive" sentiment of the counSan Francisco, Jan. 16. A cable
modest
the
din
the
in
and
general
try
from Shanghai, received
roice of wisdom and conservatism is message fhe
by
ChugjSi Yet Po, a Chiwhole
presidential
The
unheard.
states that news had
nese
newspaper,
the
cover
to
campaign is a leg race
reached there fiOK Peking that a
to
the
forth
blare
and
most gjround
oclJimflibn. of abdication was pubIt is a Marathon of
most people.
lished
by the throne today. The
sensationalism and is far from edifyfurther stated that the emmessage
ing to thoughtful and
press dowager and the emperor ancitizens.
nounced their willingness to retire to
o
the summer palace at Jehol.
SHOW
POULTRY
VERMONT FINE
The Shanghai message
also
St Albans, Vt., Jan. 16. Poultry the capture of Teng Chow,reported
an importEngNew
fanciers from all parts of
ant town In Shan
province, loland are in attendance at the fifteenth cated on the coast. Tung
No report of the
Vermont
annual exhibition of the
forces engaged or casualties was
State Poultry association, which made.
opened here today at the City ball
to
Owing to the fact that in addition
Cruiser Arrives at Che Foo.
the regular prizes many new special
Che Fob, China, Jan. 16. The reprizes were offered this year the num
1.er of entries is unusually large and publican cruisers Hal Chen, Hai Yung
the exhibition exceeds in number and and Nan Thin arrived here from
at 3 o'clock this afternoon
quality even that of last year, when Shanghai
were
and
H.
given an enthusiastic welmore than 1,400 birds were shown.
come
the
inhabitants and the lo
of
by
D.
P.
Shrove
and
Boston
8. May of
cal o
Fall River, Mass., are the judge.

SUGAR TRUST COMMITSHUTS OFF ALL FURTHER

HOUSE

PUBLIC

-

HEARING8.

MM

JOHN LEE CLARK OF ALBUQUER-TEQUE WILL BE GUEST OF 408
NEXT TUESDAY

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It is the most economical Polish made.

aec-tio- n

$100.

Washington, Jan. 16. The house
"sugar trust" investigating committee today decided to shut off all further public bearings except to W. L
Bass, a San Domingo sugar grower,
the Wisconsin sugar beet factories
and the Hawaiian sugar plantations.
The independent refiners protested In
vain against the action.
The sudden limitation of the hearings was made in executive sessions
and when the committee resumed in
public session. Chairman Hardwick
announced that no more testimony
with the tariff question involved
would be taken. A score ot witnesses
vere waiting to be heard.
C. C. Hamlin, of Colorado, representing Independent refining interests,
asked jf a witness who had made an
investigation of the European sugar
beet industry could be nearu.
"The record has been filled wfth
statements which independent sugar
refiners are preparing lo contradict
are we to get that opportunity?" ask i
Mr. Hamlin.
"We will not hear anything exeei
that which I have outlined, answerer!
Mr. Hardwick.
"But can we not straighten out the
record it is public and our interests
are involved," persistea Mr. Hamlin.
"The gentleman understands the
ruling and will resume his ieai," sal .
Mr. Hardwick.
Mr. Hamlin referred to a batch of
letters which the committee accepted
from a representative oi the Spreck
els sugar interests. These letters stat
ing the condition of tne sugar busl
ness in Europe, were not a true
of the facts, the inaepender,
beet sugar men asserted. The opportunity to dispute them, Mr. Hamlin
asserted, was denied by the commits
tee's action. The public hearings
ended officially at 1:30 p. tn.
Chairman Hardwick then announced
that the committee would meet in executive session to consider the record.
Two sugar refiners from Wisconsin
did not take the stand, although given
the privilege.

n

MINERS MEET TO FIX
NEW WAGE SCHEDULE

John Lee Clark, district deputy for
the grand lodge of the B. P. O. E. in
New Mexico, has arranged an itiner- ary of the seven lodges in his juris- diction and will visit them the latter
part of this month and early in Feb- ri'ary. Mr. Clark is scheduled to visit
I.as Vegas Lodge No. 408 on January
23, which is next Tuesday, the regular
meeting night. From Las Vegas he
will go to Santa Fe on January 24
pnd to Raton on January 25, attending the regular
meetings of these

j

Byron T. Mills to Mary J. Smith,
November 6, 1907, lots 2 and 3 in blk.
9 Raynolds and
Harrold addition,
Consideration $125.
Juan Rolbal to Virginia Gonzales
de Rolbal, August 29, 1910, land in
San Miguel county.
Juanita Sandoval de Baca to L. E.
Armijo, January 4, 1912, lots 4 and 5
in blk. 94. Consideration $1.
The Placlta Ranch Co. to Mary J.
Smith, November 6, 1907, lots 2 and
3 in blk 9 Raynolds and Harrold addition. Consideration $125.
Ten Lakes Land Co., to Charles E.
Moyses, July 17, 1911, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 in blk 31. Consideration $100,
Quit Claim Deeds
Elmer E. Veeder to J. D. W. Veeder
February 8, 1911, land in San Miguel
county. Consideration $1.
Placlta Ranch Co. to Sanguijuel.i
Co., December 6, 1911, land in
Consideration $1.
Andres Sena et ux to The Sangui-JuelCo., Jan. 2, 1912, lan In Sangui- juela.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT.

IMPLEMENT

Heating Stove?

VARDAM AN IS

A

SENATOR
!.

'

ISo,

You Can Buy One at a Greatly

REDUCED PRICE
AT THE

GEARING
516-51-

8

HARDWARE

CO.

Douglas Are,

DEALERS.

Kansas City, Jan. 16. The Western
Retail Implement and Vehicle Dealers'
association began its annual convention in Kansas City today with an attendance of nearly 1,000 prominent
representatives of the trade from a
dozen or more states. The proceedings of the convention will occupy
three days.
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Agua Pura company of
Las Vegas will be held In the office
of the company at Las Vegas, N. M.,
at 3 o'clock p. m., Monday, January
22, 1912, for the election of directors
and for the transaction of any other
business that may come before the

Jackson, Miss., .Iai.
Balloting
THIRTEEN HUNDRED DELEGATES! separately, the two houses of the
:s issipri legislature
WILL LEGISLATE FOR COAL
today named
Tames K. Vardaman to succeed UniWORKERS
ted States Senator Lenoy
Percy,
1G.
whose
term expires in March, l&tt.
Thirteen
Jan.
Indianapolis,
In joint session tomorrow the election
hundred delegates, representing
meeting.
ivil be ratified.
in
this
coal
met
Vardaman defeated
miners,
organized
Mr.
Percy In last summer's primaries January
city today in one of the. most sapor-- 1
tant conferences in the history of the
The Haptist Young People's Union
coal industry in the United States and
annual will entertain for the young people
Canada. It is the twenty-thirconvention of the United Mine Work- of Las Vegas Thursday night in the
ers of America and will formulate the parolors of the Y. M. C. A. This is
demands to be made by the mi'tors the first of a seres of church socials
when their representatives meet tie for the winter season at the associamine owners to negotiate new
a?c tion. Each young people's societyoi
contracts, to go into force April 1. the various churches will at some
next, in both the bituminous anl an- time during the winter be host to the
thracite fields. Rumors of dissension voting people of the Meadow City.
over the report of the credentials A fine musical and l'terary program
were heard when the has bcn arranged for the evening's
committee
entertainment.
convention opened.

a

Do You Still Need

convention of the Illinois State Dairy
men's association, the opening session
of which was held here today, Is attracting considerable attention among
dairymen from all parts of the state.
The convention wtill continue unul
Thursday and during the three days
many Interesting and instructive demonstrations of butter making and testing will be given, as well as several
lectures upon dairy subjects by noted
experts.
WESTERN

It was reported by the Las Vegans
returning this afternoon from the inaugural in Santa Fe that the remainder of the delegation from the Meadow Oity w',11 arrive in Las Vegas
this evening on trains Nos. 2, 4 ani
6,
The delegation from this city in
Santa Fe yesterday amounted up to
above the 75 mark and was one of
which the Meadow City can well m
proud.

OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

a

PIERCE ILL IN LA JUNTA
Word was received today from La
Junta, Colo., where F. H. Pierce, secretary of the Agua Pura company, is
ill with a threatened attack of pneumonia, that the patient Is considerably better. Yesterday evening It. was
reported here that Mr. Pierce was seriously ill. Mrs. Pierce left last nigh:
for his bedside. She had not yet arrived today when word was received
from La Junta.

Large Size $1.00

Small Size 25c

lodges.
Mr. Clarke's second trip out of Albuquerque in February will Include a
visit to the Roswell lodge, which will,
in all probability, be on February 22.
On this occasion the Roswell lodge
s to give its regular Washington's
lithday dance which is one of the
winter festivities observed by that
lodge"
Mr. Clarke is not unknown to the
members of the Las Vegas lodge and
frill be a welcome visitor on January
23. Though no arrangements for his
entertainment have been made, the
entertainment committee Is getting
DAIRYMEN EXHIBIT CATTLE.
busy and the lodge will turn In force
Effingham, 111., Jan. 16. The exhibit
to meet the district deputy. He will of full bred dairy cattle at the armory
be treated to real B. P. O. E.
In this city, which constitutes one of
the leading features of the annual

T.00,-00- 0

P. H. PIERCE,

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

it

WANT COLUMNS

II

Subscribe for The Optic

Secretory.

2, 1912.

d

GREAT PRE- -

RY

SALE

CLOSES SATURDAY JANUARY 20

This is the Last Week

mum

Big Discounts in All Departments
33

i--

tom-tom-

3

PER CENT OFF ALL WHITE GOODS AND

1- -3

OFF ALL Shoe Sale
On in Full Blast

Long Cloths,

j-

Dimit?es,

i

Nainsooks,
India Linens
Muslins,
Lonsdale Cambrics
Persian Lawns

1

right-minde-

GORHAM SILVER POLISH.

1 REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

IN CONGRESS.

d

1--

2

HESTON,

WITH "CHEC KERS," DUNCAN
JANUARY 24

i

OPERA HOUSE,

Mens & Childrens' Shoes

Off All Women's Suits, Coats and Dresses.
The

FLORENCE

Ladies Shoes
At Cost
15 Per Cent Off

E. Las

Store

of Quality"

A mm
HA!
Vegas
n.m:

LAS VECiAS

OPTIC, TUES0AY, JANUARY

AN

"AMERICAN GIRL"

PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist

DAILY

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Haydon returnthis afternoon from Santa Fe.
F. H. Duerr came in last night from
his home in Lamy to purchase sup-

EASY

fIVE

16, 1912.

LOSER

TODAY'S MARKETS

IS A CHARMING

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 16. Lehigh Valley
and the securities of the tobacco
companies almost monopolized speculative interest in the stock market

ed
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
our
leaving
prescription
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Photic Main b

f

ExceoHonal Values in

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
These Garments were Selected
From au Immense Line of samples, and Combine Service and
Daintiness.

Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, Corset Covers and Conbination
Suits.

25c
35c
50c

Value
Value
Value
Value
Valne
Value
Value
Value
Value

75c

1.15
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.25
HOFFMAN

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

19c
25c
39c
49c
79c

89c
98c
1.29
1.69

AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

RHEUMATISM
KIDNEY AILMENTS
STOMACH TROUBLES

FAYWOOD
HOT SPRINGS
It cures, and you remain cured, we
try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney water

know, and you will if you
on

earth.

Why not visit Fay wood Hot Springs
first, since you will eventually go there
anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect Clim-- !
ate. Booklet.
T. C.

McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Fay wood, N. M.

plies.
Luciano Maes, a sheepman from
Gonzales, was in Las Vegas today on
business.
Con Dennis returned last night on
train No. 4 from Santa Fe after attending the inauguration of the first
state officers tbr New Mexico.
Colonel M. M. Padgett returned
this afternoon from Santa Fe, after
atendfng the Inauguration of the first
state officers of New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gortner came
in this afternoon from Santa Fe on
train No. 10 after spending yesterday
in the Capital City in attendance at
the inaugural.
Sostenes Delgado, a merchant of
Chaperito, came in yesterday from his
home, returning this morning aftei
purchasing supplies and looking after
other business.
Mrs. J. HowardClary, after speeding several weeks in Las Vegas visiting her parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. M.
Cunningham, left last n'ght for her
home in EI Paso.
Guillermo Garcia returned
last
night from Wagon Mound where he
had been to attend the wedding or
his cousin, Francisco Ulibarri, to Misn
Sofia Valdez. The wedding occurred
Sunday.
and

Mrs. Wi,lliam

J.

M'lls and daughter, Madeline, returned this afternoon from Santa Fe after
residing in the Capital City two years,
during Judge Mills' term as chief exe
cutive of New Mexico.
Harry W. Kelly, C. C. Robbins and
Dr. H. J. Mueller were among the
Las Vegans in attendance at the In
augural of New Mexico's first state
officers in Santa Fe yesterday who
on
returned home this afternoon
train No. 10.
Eugenio Romero of Mora, accon
panied by his family, came In this
afternoon from Santa Fe where
had been to attend the inaugurarioi
of Governor William C. McDonald
They will leave in the morning .'or
their home in Mora.
Harry Hoskins left last night for
Clayton after spending several days
in Las Vegas visiting friends
and
transacting business. Mr. Hoskins is
traveling out of Trinidad for the
Ridenour Baker Mercantile company
of Denver and Kansas City.
C. B. Strohm,
of
superintendent
transportation for the Santa Fe read,
passed through Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon in his private car on train
No. 10, which came in three hours
late. Mr. Strohm, accompanied by his
wife, has been on a trip to the coast
and was on his return to Chicogo.
William H. Moxom, manager of
"Checkers," and Thomas Acton, advance agent for the same company,
arrived last nlaht from the south and
were in Las Vegas today on business
with Duncan and Browne, manages
of the Duncan opera house. "Check
ers" Will appear in Las Vegas on
January 24.
H.

TJ.

Boyer, state manager of the

Fraternal Brotherhood, will be here
TIME tonight and Install the recently electframe ed officers of the local lodge of the

$1500
PART CASH, BALANCE ON
two story
will buy a good
order. Following the installation,
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot,
which will occur promptly at 8 o'clock,
excelboth
in
on
streets,
sidewalks
will be a lunch and dancing. All
lent locat'on; easily worth $2,000 there

members are urged to be present.
Better hurry if you want to take
advantage of this bargain.
Santa Fe pay checks arrived last
Investment and Agency Corporanight on" late train No. 1 and have
tion, Phone Main 40.
been issued to the local employes.
The stores were not open last night
WANT CANTEEN RESTORED.
as the arrival of the checks during
New York, Jan. 16. A meeting to
the evening was an uncertain quanof
arouse interest for the restoration
but the merchaints will open
the army canteen was held at the tity,
stores tonight and Wednesday
their
ausWaldorf-Astoritoday under the
night.
pices o the National League for the
Civic Education of Women. A numLEGISLATURE TO BE CALLED
ber of prominent army men delivered
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 16 Governor
addresses strongly favoring the restorC. McDonald announced this
William
men
ation of the canteen. Many army
that some time this evening
actafternoon
and
were
and their wives
present
issue an official call for
would
he
ed as patrons of the gathering.
the first session of the first New MexThe call likely
ico state legislature.
BREWER TAKES OFFICE.
11.
March
for
be
will
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 16. The inaug- e
uration of Earl M. Brewer of Clarks-dalas governor of the state of Missthe
issippi today was attended by
MATTING
in the HODGES FIBRE
usual ceremonies conducted
legislapresence of members of the
AND RUGS.
ture and many other spectators. Following the installation of Governor 40c
....29c
Hodges Fibre matting,
Brewer the oath of office was admin39c
matting
Koloreast
new
50c
istered to Theodore G. Bilbo, the
4
.49c
...
65c wool and fibre carpet,
lieutenant governor.
straw
All 30c 35c, 40c, and 50c
26c
WAY
GREAT WHITE
matting, yard wide
at
electric
an
sign
..3.95
When you put up
9x12 ft. matting rugs
bave $5 Japan
your place of business you will
off for cash on all fibre
cent
well 25 per
done something for yourself as
also Navajo rugs.
as your city, for an electric sign is the and wool rugs,
ONLY.
WEEK
advertisiTHIS
of
modern great white way
beconstantly
name
ng. Keeps yWK
fore the ere of the purchasing pub
look
Ho and heiyfl to maXe Las Vegas
Las Vegas
like a wideawake city.
A.
Opposite . M. C
Light and Power company.
a
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The Rosenthal

OPERETTA
PRODUCTION
TO BE GIVEN BY
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS SURE
TO BE PLEASING.

The first dresg rehearsal of the
"American Girl," the Las VegaB High
School benefit play, to be given at the
Duncan opear house Friday night by
the girls' glee club of the school, will
be held this evening and the production, a light operetta in two acts,
He You're worth a million and
promises to be one of the best home
talent pieces ever presented in the penniless. Will you marry me?
She No. Why did you ask me".
Meadow City.
There is not a dull
He I wanted to see how a n
moment from the time the curtain feels when he loses a million doila- goes up until the end and the piece
has a number of song hits which are
well sung and staged by the glee
Dangerous Animal.
An Ohio man and his wife with a
club.
An orchestra of the best talent will couple of friends went out for a run
in the countrv the other dav in their
play for all of the musical numbers
mntnr rnr Tha trin via mlttn B lnnsr
and the show should be the hit of the
one and they arranged to have lunchseason. The operetta is under the
eon out in the wods.
As they
rection of Mrs. Charles Kohn, who is neared their destination a stop was
one of the best directresses hi this made and one of the party made his
state, and she has promised a success. way into the hush on the side of a
The girls glee club is recognized ai hill to get water. He was gone an unone of thebes t in the new state, and usually long time, and on his return
the music will no doubt be the best of explained bis delay by saying: "There
a trickling stream coming
was
the season. There are to ,be seven from only
the spring, so I bad to wait
pieces in the orchestra and 30 girls There was a ram down there In the
will take part
bushes, and it seemed to be taking
The story of the "American Girl" is up all the water."
"A what?" inquired the hostess.
amusing throughout. Miss Eva May
"A mm hydraulic ram."
Hope, an American girl, is traveling
"My!" she said with some surprise.
in
he
is
when
with her father
England
?t air- - : th
called to Germany on business. Be
beast T"
fore leaving he arranges for Eva May,
That Explains.
accompanied by her maid, to stay with
"I have a dog and a hen which are
his sister, Lady Melton, at Belford
Hall. By some mistake Eva comes to fast friends. Isn't that queer?"
"I don't think so merely natural
Belford House, a holiday school, kept
affinity."
a
who
a
Miss
is
by
Carew,
expecting
"In what way?"
girl from Ireland. Miss Hope arrives
"I believe your hen and your dog
during the temporary absence of Mis are both setters."
Carew and soon discovers the mistake.
She agrees with two other girls to
Incomplete Relations.
Trotter I don't owe you 5, do I?
stay a day and Impersonate the Irish
Barlow No.
girl. This leads to many amusing inTrotter
Well, I say, old man, I'd
who
Miss
as
is
slightly
Carew,
cidents,
(ike to.
deaf, is completely deceiveu.
Miss Alice Coors plays the part oi
Not a Superman.
Miss Hope and it is said she looks and
Zeke was on trial for stealing Col
acts the part of the American girl. A
full list of the characters is as fol Todd's chickens, and overwhelming
testimony had been Introduced by the
lows:
prosecution. Called upon for his deVera Burdett, soprano
fense, Zeke said:
Miss Chella Van Petten
"Well, suh, jedge, y' see, it
Myra Burdett, mezzo soprano
Ef Col. Todd wull keep dem
Miss Ma,rie Mann coach and chiny pullets, wha has yal-le- r
Miss Carew, soprano, principal of
laigs an' tedders dawn dey lalga,
and he keep dem in dat ben house
. . . . .
Beltord House school
Miss Genevieve Maloney which is smack on de alley, and de
henges jis droppin' frum de do', an' he
Miss Miffins, contralto, assistant
done fergit where is de padlock, y'
mistress and gym instructor
S
cau'i. Mrr tas 1'se
- hooman
Miss Opal Jones
Lady Melton, aunt to Eva May Hope
Rampageous.
Miss Amelia Brefeld
"What's your wife reading now?"
Edna Harris, mezzo soprano
"The riot act. mostly."
Miss Gladys McVay
Violet Newman, soprano
MODERN PROPOSITION
Miss Susie Connell
Dora Beale, contralto
"
Miss riazel Webb
Bridget O'Halloran, contralto, Eva
May Hope's maid
Miss Marie Maloney
Eva May Hope, soprano, '1 ne Ameri
can girl from Chicago touring
Europe with her papa, who at
present is in Germany
Miss Alice Coors
Chorus of School
Maryel Papen, Mary Col- man, Grace Mahon, Julia Ettinger,
Enid McGee, Phebe Hart, Ruth Nahm,
Elizabeth Coors, Edith Schoeny, Elizabeth Parnell, Clara Robbins, Julia
Fleck, Frances Myers, Ruth Winters,
Loraine Trainer.
Contraltos: Jessie Evans, De Saix
Evans, Mabel Laird, Caroline Green- berger, Vivian Quinley, Alice Connell,
She I am afraid you can't support
Nellie Wells, Louise Wells.
me in the way I have been accus
The seat sale opened this morning tomed.
at Murphey's and Schaefers drug
He Why er er how much all
stores and the prospects are for a ca- mony have you been getting?
pacity house. The seats are selling at
a price well within the reach of all,
QUITE PROMISING
35 and 50 cents. The proceeds of the
play will be used for purchasing music books and other equipment for the
High school. For several days the pupils of the public schools have been
sellingi tickets which are to be exchanged at the regular places. Reserved seats can also be secured without presenting tickets.

frat

this morning The demand for the
tobacco stocks and bonds was unusually heavy, the advance in prices
being ascribed to pool operations. The
situation in Lehigh Valley arising
from the distribution of the extra
dividend kept alive speculative interest In this stock although its fluctuations were narrower than rectrtly.
Usual market leaders were lifeleuj
and price changes in most cases were
--

nominal.
to
Liggett and Myers jumped 7
the preferred 4 to 11. Anio.i-caTobacco preferred rose one and
the bond issues of the various comAt noon
panies were also higher.
most of the favorite stocks ruled unchanged from yesterday's closing.
Bonds were firm.
The trend of the mnrket became
much stronger in the last half of the
day, owinp to the buoyancy of the
coal stocks. Reading was taken In
large blocks and touched 154. Delaware and Hudson and Canadian PaLorillard
cific gained ?, points and

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
i

Wednesday January 24th.
CHEER UP!

CHECKERS
With Practically The Original Cast
DAVE

KANSAS

CITY

LIVE STOCK

w

MILLER

THE PLAY'S ACTION ABSORBS YOU
ITS SPIRITS ENTRANCES
ITS CLIMAXES ELECTRIFY
NO ONE SHOULD MISS SEEING IT

ner-vous- r'

Kansas City, Jan. 16. Cattle,
ceipts 11,000, including 1,200 southerns. Market steady to shade lower. Native steers $5.508.35; southern steers $4.656.30; southern cows
and heifers $36; native cows and

BRAHlii

THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY THAT HAS EVER PRESENTED THIS METROPOLITAN OFFERING, HAVING PLAYED
TWENTY DIFFERENT ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK
CITY, WHERE IT WILL RETURN THIS SEASON FOR A
RUN OF SLX WEEKS.

closed steady.

stocks loomed into prominence in the
last hour. The shorts showed
u over the stability of the active list In spite of the diversion of
speculative interest into other channels. Union Pacific, Reading, Great
Northern preferred and Amalgamated
Copper rose one to IH.
The closing soles were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper 65; American Beet Sugar 115; Atchison 105y8;
Great Northern 127; New York Central 107; Northern Pacific 116;
Southern Pacific
Reading 154;
Pacific
Union
167; United
109;
States Steel 66 ; United States Steel
preferred 110.

TO SEE THE

OPPORTUNITY

KIRKE LaSHELLE PRODUCTION
Of Henry Blossom's Great Racing Play

to 164

6.The market

AT LAST WE ARE TO HAVE AN

PRICES $1.50, $1.00. 75c
heifers $3.106.50; stackers and
feeders $3.75(g6; bulls
calves $4.508; western steers $4.75
8; western cows $35.
Hogs, receipts 25,000. Market 5 to
10 cents lower.
Bulk of sales $6
6.35; heavy $6.306.40; packers and
butchers $6.166.40; lights $5.90
6.25; pigs $4.255.50.
Market
Sheep, receipts 12,000.
10
cents
lower.
Muttons
to
steady
$3.504.75; lambs $5.257; fed
wethers and yearlings $3.756; led
ewes $3.504.25,
Everybody reads The Optic.

FOR MURDER ON THE HIGH 8EAS
Boston, Mass., Jan. 16. The case of
William DeGraff, accused oi murder
on the high seas, was called for trial

today in the United States district
court in this city. The victim of the
alleged murder was Captain Charles
D. Wyman, who was killed while he
lay asleep in his bunk on the barge
Glendower, while the boat was on its
way to this city from Philadelphia last
June. The victim's head was beaten
in with a hammer or some other blunt
Instrument and the statements of the
crew are said to have indicated that
DeGraff, who was cook on the barge,
had committed the crime.

diss-awa-

order to carry out our usual
custom, of showing each Season only new Goods, new models,
Stylish Fabrics. We are going
to close out all our Fall & Winter
weight Clothing, cutting the
price in half by offering your

IN

choice of any
ALFRED BENJAMIN OR L SYSTEM

SUIT OR OVERCOAT

Girls-Soprano-

MISSIONARIES

In

Ttae?

Irloxjte For

ONE HALF OFF

25 PER CENT

50c on the
Dollar

OFF ON UNDERWEAR

Any $1.25. $1.50 or $2.00
Colored Negligee Shirt

95c

MEET.

Austin, Texas, Jan. 16. The annual
convention of the Missionary Depart
ment of the Southwest Episcopal
church opened here today with services at SL David's church, where
Bishop Winchester of Arkansas delivered the opening sermon. At the
afternoon session, which was held at
All Saints' chapel, Bishop Uoyd, the
s
president of the general board of
were
The
delegates
presided.
welcomed by Governor Colqult and the
mayor of the city and appropriate responses were made. The gathering
will remain in session until and including Thursday.

FOR CASH ONLY...

his-sion-

The Collector I saw young Scaddl
and he made another promise to paj
In the near future.
The Merchant I consider him tc
be about the most promising young
man in the city.

THE HUB

ITV

E

LAS VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC. TUESDAY,

LIVE 8TOCK ASSOCIATION.

"CHECKERS"

THE

REAL THING

IN PLAYS
MANAGERS

DUNCAN & BROWNE

HAVE BOOKED GREAT ATTRACTION FOR THEATER.

TE

"Checkers," one of the emphatic hits
of the la t four seasons, will be seen
at the D;.ncan opera house January
ti. This is said to be one of the best
plays seen on the stasje in a ion:;
time; the best in many seasons and
senses. Conservative critics have pronounced it clean and free from the
suggestive. It is fit for the young
and old and middle ased alike, it
to the casual as ell as to the
tabitual theater goers and is equally
liked by those who go to the play-nice imply for an evening's amusement as well as by those who go in a
Ori cal vein.
Thus it has come to he
kiu WB as a play which pleases all
clases. And all classes, so report runs,
ha' e been to see It, in such numbers
as to teat the capacity of most every
tl.eater in which it has played. The
Story of "Checkers" must be veil
known to every playgoer, though every playgoer may not have seen tne
play. It follows the cnarming booK
of the same name very closely, departing only where the strict requirements
of the stage demand. The flavor ot
the tale is delightful. It is fresh.
simple and strong, and the unfolding
Is as natural as the handicraft of the
playwright can make it.
The company and production of the
play are reported deserving of unstinted commendation. The play is
not
said to abound in characters
unique but such as one might meet in
every day life in the city and in the
country and all are capitally portrayed. Hobart Cavanaugh is credited with playing the title role with an
easy, natural grace and force at once
charming and telling. Dave Braham,
the son of the well known composer
gives a sketch of a race track tout to
the life. Florence Heston, as Pert,
the sweet and pretty sweetheart of
Checkers is reported delicious; Carrie Lemont's Cynthy, the maid of all
ork is described as a. funny creation
slid so, too, is the unctuous Uncle
ferry of George Merritt. In short,
Checkers" is doubtless a delightful
play well wforth seeing. The company
is substantially the complete original
o

--

WE

.

cast

Read The Optic

Athens, Qa., Jan. 16. The large and
representative attendance at the opening session of the eighteenth annual
meeting of the Georgia Dairy Stock
association which met today in the
auditorium of the state college of agriculture in this city, augurs well for
the success of the two days' convention. Former Senator James D. Price
of Farmington, one of the largest
dairymen in his section of the state,
presided and delivered nis annual address. Several noted autnoritles delivered addresses on their special
branches of live stock farming. Following the establish. u custom the
Georgia Breeders' association win
hold its annual convention on Thursday, after the adjournment of the live
stock men.
RED HOT STUFF
When you buy coal you want the
best quality that money will buy
Well, that's Yankee coal, finest grade
for the furnace and the range. A
trial order will convince you that It
is the best what Is. We deliver with
despatch. Phone us Coors Lumber

O.

v

FLORIDA

DEMOCRATS.

Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 16. The
Florida State Democratic committee
went into session here this afternoon
to select the date and make other arrangements for the coming state primary election to name candidates for
governor and other state officers and
members of congress. Whether a presidential primary for the selection of
delegates to the national convention
will be held also will be determined
by the committee.
If you want to get the want you
want to get, you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want you want
to get. Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
MAN CRUELLY TORTURED
Many a man is cruelly tortured by
painful corns, which make walkin?

unbearable and sleep at night an imCorn
Penslar's
Cure,
possibility.
which is sold by O. G. Schaefer, the
druggist, affords speedy relief. If you
have a corn that is hurting you buy
some Penslar's today.
AS MOONLIGHT

MELLOW

Ripe with age. Smooth as velvet
this rich old Elm Ridge Club Whisky was distilled In 1890, eleven years
ago. It has a rare quality and should
be used for medicinal purposes in
preference to all other brands. Bottled in bond, full quarts, $2.50.
Choice wines and liquors. Standard
brands at the Lobby Cafe and Lunch
rooms, phone orders promptly

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

L.
$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

SAN

DIEGO

WILL

BE A PLACE OF

JANUARY

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., Dec 7,
One bay horse,
old, S00 lbs., 13 hands.

7

or

8

a

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

y
r--

MANUFACTURING
CENTER
Estray Advertisement
Las Vegas has become known as a
Notice is hereby given to whom it
manufacturing center of the new may concern that the following destate. Sabino Lujan Is a manufac scribed estray animal was taken up by
turer of fine filigree jewelry. He J. W. Collier, Estancia, N. M., Nov.
will make special designs to order 22, 1911.
although he has a large assortment
One small red cow, 6 or 7
in stock. Prices are right. See Lujan, years old.
Bridge street.
1
Branded
11
L V
On left hip
THE WHOLE HOG.
Said animal being unknown to this
We can make you attractive prices
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
on the whole hog or pork in smaller before Feb.
2, 1912, said date being 10
Our
quantities,
especiall halves.
days after last appearance of this ad
pork is corn fed and is delicious. Call vertlsement, said estray will be sold
or phone and we will fill all orders
by this Board for the benefit of the
promptly. The Las Vegas Mercantile owner when found.
company, Douglas avenue.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
NATIONAL BOARD OF TRADE.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
D.
a
With
Jan.
C.,
u.
Washington,
y

program calling for the dis

Advertisement

Estray
cussion of many of the important mat
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
ters pending before congress, the Na-concern that the following de
ional Board of Trade began its forty- - may
scribed
estray animal was taken up by
second annual meeting at the New
W. H. Chaney, Hachita, N. M.
Willard hotel today. Nearly one thou
sand commercial organizations scat
tered throughout the country were
represented at the open meeting. Tha
meeting has set aside tomorrow for
the consideration of the corporation
Other leading matters for
problenr;
discussion will include tne subjects of
banking and currency reform, the cre
tariff commis
ation of a
sion and the question of making the
Panama canal free to American coast
wise shipping.
n

One mare and colt, 10
years, S00 lbs., 14 hands.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by tils Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi-

12

CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD,
M.

CRANKING NECESSARY
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912
To start one of our horses going and
no gasoline is necessary to keep then
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Nobby, clean and
going.
rigs and good horses are what const) may concern that the following de
tutes the best livery service. Remem scribed estray animal was taken np by
ber you can get us at any hour of H. H. Lucero, Guam, N. M., Dec. 1,
the day or night by calling Main 15 1911.
NO

M. L. Cooley.

To-wi- t:

650

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344.

&

Machine Shop
Wm.Whalen.ProP'

RETAIL PRICES
00 lb, or More, Each Delivery
00 lbs. to tOOS Ifee, Each Delivery
?U0 tee. to 1,008 lbs
Each Delivery
SO lbs. to
200 lbs. Each Delivery
ueas Than 60 I be. Each Delivery

tOe per 1M lbs.
2Se per 100 Ike.
8O0 per 100 Ike.
40o per 1M lb.
68a per 100 Ibe.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

GOODS

BEST

SOCIETY AND

WANT

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
TES FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENT8
iv
.rnta per lim each

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
"Cures In Every Case"
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the
Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recom
mends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because It cures in every case.
"I have used it myself and I have
recommended it to many others who
have since told me of its great curative power In disease of the throat
and lungs." For all coughs and colds
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
When buying a cough medicine for
children bear1 in mind that Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is most effectual
for colds, croup and whoping cough
and that it contains no harmful drug.
For sale by all druggists.
Do no allow your kidney and blad
der trouble to develop beyond the
Take Foley Kid
reach of medicine.
ney Pills. They give quick results
and ston irregularities with surpris
O. O. Schaefer and
ing promptness.
Red Cross Drag Co.

One bay horse,

7

years eld

LODGE
A.

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

i
ADER
Insertion-cstlma-

t

NO. 2, A. F. a

Meets second aae
fourth Tuesday evening of
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee
ft Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

3. P. O. ELKS

com-

M.

X. O. Herman, W. M.;
Secretary.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
D. K. Murray,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804.
Meets second and fourtk
.
O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
in
Thursday
.

words to a
NO. 2,
me. No c to occupy less space than LA8 VEGA8 COMMANDERY.
building.
Visiting members are corTEMPLAR
Reg
KNIGHTS
wo lines.
Aii advertisements charg-W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
invited.
dially
conclave second Tues
will be booked at space actually
P. Mackfl, F. S.
E.
day in each month at Ma
t. without regard
to number of
at 7:30 p. m. C. D
sonic
in
Temple
advance preferred.
erd. Cash
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS V EGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH M 80 N 8 Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
A.
P.
Williams, H. P.;
DENTISTS.
Brlnegar, Secretary.
Jpc Number Mam
ordinary

0

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
E.
O.
Dentist
NO.
RAN8F0RD CHAPTER
2,
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phoas
WANTED
Capable salesman to nan
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
at office and residence.
die WINONA MILLS" hosiery and
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutsledge
underwear in Las Vegas, Santa Fe,
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
ATTOKNEYS
Raton and adjoining territory. A
Secretary. Phone Main 329; 120

Wanted

permanent business and guaranteed
income.
Dave V. Fine, Mgr., Ros- well New Mex.

Grand avenue.

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

DORADO
LODGE
NO.
EL
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS

For Rent

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
1,
Attorneys at Law.
New Mexiee.
Meets Las Vegas,

every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
Visiting Knights are
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
invited.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
bath, etc Excellent location. 918
Chas. E. Liebsoh-nle- r,
Physician and Surgeon
Kighth. street.
Cha n c e 1 o r
but
I treat all kinds of diseases,
Commander. Harry
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, steam
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
Martin, Keeper of
heat. The Albert, 617 Douglas.
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
For Rent Three roomed house fur
Vegas 342.
nished. Water in the house. Aon'y
506
Grand Avenue.
Office:
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
9 20 Gallinas.
NO.
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
FOR RENT Good furnished rooms,
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
close in. Apply 725 Sixth street
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
1

For Sale

C. H. Bally,

FOR SALE Furniture, for four room
house by lot or piece. 406 National

avenue.

Miscellaneous

.

EAST BOUND

treasurer.

Arrive

a

:

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars

Re-

ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Halls Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and

Halls Catarrh Cure

a

m.

m
m
m.

9:15 p. m.
11:10 p. m.
m.
1:25
2:10 p. m.

a

BOUNu
1:46
m
m.
m.
m

p. m.
6:16 p. m.
4;60 p. m
7:00 p. m.

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a reliable family medicine. Give
it to your children, and take it yourself when you feel a cold coming on.
It checks and cures coughs and coldd
bronchitis
and croup and prevents
and penumonla. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Medicines mat aid nature are alMeets every Monday evening at
most effectual. Chamberlain's
ways
visitAll
their hall on Sixth street.
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It

I. O. O.
1.

ing brethren cordially invited to attend. J D. Fridenstine, fit O.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
.

allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
opens the secretions and aids nature in restoring the system to a
healthy condition. Thousands have
testified to its superior excellence.
Sold by all druggists.

Toledo,. Ot

taken In
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
Is

Depart

9:10 p.
No. 2
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No.
11:06 p
4....
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No. 8
1:16
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No. 10.... 1:45 p.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST
Invited
Isaac Appel, No. 1
co.rdtr.lly
1:20 p.
President; Charles Greenclay,
No. 3
6:10
4:40 p.
No. 7
6:35 p.
No. 9

SNEEZING moping fowls have roup.
Cure them quickly with Conkey's
Roup Remedy. Get it on a "money
back" guarantee at J. II. Stearns RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
CACKLE:
CACKLE
CACKLE Yes
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
the hens are all cackling when fed
Flint, chief of records and collector
Conkey's Laying Tonic. It brings the
of wampum.
Visiting brother
eggs.. For sale by J. H. Stearns.
welcome.

believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out obligations made by
or his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,

Albuquerque, N.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

THE

To-wi- t:

three-da-

CAFE

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER

years

Branded
qII
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
CALIFORNIA CITY IS MAKING EX- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb.?, 1912, said date being 10
TENSIVE PREPARATIONS FOR
days after last appearance of this adBIG EXPOSITION.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of th
San Diego, Cal., Jan. 16. It is with owner when found.
i good deal of pride that San Diego
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
is showing visitors pgroess on the
Albuquerque, N. M.
K
building of tue
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
position, to be held in this city
throughout the year 1916. Workmen
Estray Advertisement
are busily engaged on the first buildNotice Is hereby given to whom it
ing, which has just received the roof
may concern that the following deand is to be completed this spring. It
scribed estray animal was taken up by
is to be used as the general offices I.
N. Shirley, Estancia,
N. M, Dec
of the exposition company and stands
27, 1911.
on an eminence in Balboa park almost
One bay mare pony, 500
in the center of the city of San Diego.
hands.
lbs., 13
From its roof one can see a vista of
. .
Branded
land and sea, 50 miles in all four diOn right hip
of
mountains
rections, the purple
Said animal being unknown to this
Mexico to the south, the Pacific ocean
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
to
east
the
the
Sierras
to the west,
Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
before
and the coast line to the north- after
last appearance of this addays
on
are
the
also working
Workmen
west entrance, where will be built a vertisement, said estray will be sold
memorial arch which the Masonic by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
bodies of the state of California will
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
dedicate next April.
Albuquerque, N. M.
One of the sights of San Diego this
Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
winter are the flower gardens and 1st pub.
propagating farm in Balboa park
where the exposition nurserymen are
Estray Advertisement
Notice I3 hereby given to whom It
busy growigg millions of trees, ferns,
palms and vines for decoration of the may concern that the following deexposition grounds. One of the most scribed estray animal was taken up by
beautiful of the buildings will be the J. H. Honey, Grenville, N. M., Jan. 8,
forum, in imitation of ancient Greek 1912.
and Roman auditoriums. Three sides
One brown mare, 15 years
will be open through which the sound old, 750 lbs.,
of the concerts and the addresses of
Branded
noted lecturers will reach thousands
On right thigh
of listeners seated on the grass and
Branded
under trees, the whole shaded and
L
right shoulder
decorated with beautiful and rare
Said animal being unknown to this
trees. A great organ is to be built
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
into this forum; it will be the third before Feb.
2, 1912, said date being 10
building completed, according to pres- days after last
appearance of this adent plans. Over 3,000 palm trees have
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
just been planted in the canyons that
this Board for the benefit of the
lead up to the auditorium, over which by
owner when found.
the spectator may view the ocean,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
mountains and city, a vista that travAlbuquerque, N. M.
elers say equals that at Naples, Itnly.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
Paiiaiiia-caiirornl-

&e Optic

RtSfAUKANT AND

LOBBY

THE

1911.
To-wi- t:

BEAUTY

18, 1912.

Crystal Ice 0o
Pure Ice

The Danger of x.a Grippe
Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia
To cure your la grippe coughs take
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. R
E. Fisher, Washington, Kan., says:
"I was troubled with a severe attack

PHONE MAIN

of la grippe that threatened penumo
nia. A friend avised Foley's Honey
and; Tar Compound and I got relief
after taking the first few doses. I took
three bottles and my la grippe was
cured." Get the genuine, in the yelO. G. Schaefer and
low package.
Red Cross Drug Co.

ANT Ads

lbs., 14 hands.

Foley Kidney puts
Branded
always give satisfaction because they
On right shoulder
always do the work. T. J. Shelnut,
"I have used
Bremen, Ga., says:
Branded
Pills with great satisKidney
Foley
On left shoulder
faction and found more relief from
Said animal being unknown tc this their use than from any other kidmedicine, and I've tried almost
Board, unless claimed by owner on or ney
all kinds. I can cheerfully recombefore Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10 mend them to all sufferers for kidney
days after last appearance of this ad- and bladder trouble." O. G. Schaefer
vertisement, said estray will be sold and Red Cross Drug Co.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Charles Durham, LovTngton, 111., has
owner when found.
succeeded in finding a positive cure
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night dear thro' on
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912. the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drug
store looking for something different
THAT HUNGRY FEELING
to help him when I heard of Foley
If you enjoy real old fashioned Kidney Pills. After he had taken
home cooking, food that is clean and them two days we could see a change
well prepared and nicely served, try and when be had taken two thirds of
our 25 cent meals. Rooms to rent a bottle he was cured. That Is about
six weeks ago and he has not wet
The Montezuma Restaurant, 804 Lin in bed since."
O. O. Sohaefer and
coin avenue.
Red Cross Drug Co.

227

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thin is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were, advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper! want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets)
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Dance at armory Wednesday night.

LOCAL NEWS

SPECIAL PAV DAY SALE

January 16th. and 17th.

FOR CASH ONLY.
$1.00

Beet Sugar
14 lbs., Cane Sugar
Fancy Breakfast Bacon by the slab
Good Breakfast Bacon by the slab
Fancy Hams, per lb
3 lbs. Pure Lard
5 lbs. Pure Lard
10 lbs.. Pure Lard
3 lbs., Lard Compound
5 lbs. Lard Compound
10 lbs. Lard Compound
48 lb. Sack Diamond M Flour
24 lb. Sack Diamond M Flour
48 lb. Sack Old Homestead Flour
24 lb. Sack Old Homestead Flour
15 Ounce

1.00
J20

.17

.39.
.60
1.15
.29
.45
.90
1.45
.74
.145
.74
.08

Can Columbia Milk

.10

Can LIbby's Milk
Good Standard Sweet Corn, per can
Fancy Sweet Corn, per can
20c Can White Horse Brand Tomatoes for
15c Can Farm House Brand Tomatoes, for
12c Can Columbus Brand Tomatoes for
10c Can Falls City Brand Tbmatoes for
Reindeer Brand Hulled Corn, per can
Monarch Brand Pumpkin, per can
Large Can Table Peaches, for
Large Can Table Grapes for
Gallon Can White Horse Brand Pie Apples for
Gallon Can Monarch Brand Pie Apples for
Gallon Can Reindeer Brand Pie Plums for
Gallon Can Reindeer Brand Pie Plant for
Pikes Peak Brand Macaroni, per package
Shredded Wheat Biscuit, per package
Grape Nuts, per package
3 packages City Soda Crackers for
3 packages Nablscos, for
8 Bars of Diamond C Soap, for
7 Bars of Lenox Soap, for
i 4 Bars of Fels Naptha Soap, for
10 lbs. Extra Fancy Potatoes for
Genuine Mexican Pinto Beans, per lb
2 Ounce Bottle Burnett's Lemon Extract
Fancy Table Apples, per lb.
Fancy Apples, per box of about 50 lbs
Good Native Apples, 10 lbs. for

.0
.10
.14
.11
.10
8

c

.10
2
.17
.14
.30
.38
30
.28
08
12
.12
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.05
.18
.05
2.00
.25

BUY ALL YOU WANT

Your Money back tor any Article that don't Please yon.

IKE DAVIS.
PHONE MAIN 193 or MAIN 194.

HID

IMF

THE

CO.

PHONE

PHONE

16 17

18

Alfred Benjamin's suits or overcoats
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
50 per cent discount at the Hub
for
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
"The Muscular Maidens"
In
the
The "Military Maidens" will ri7a'. operetta "The American Girl" will
our Company H In their drill and prove a pleasing feature of the play
will be seen In the bright operetta Friday, the nineteenth.
"The American Girl," January 19.
Word was received in Las Vegas tos
A. R. Marwick, general secretary of day of the death of Mrs. Refugio
de Bazan at her home in Santa
the Y. M. C. A., entertained at dinner
last night the members of the cabinet Rosa Saturday night The burial oc
of the Epworth league of the Metho- curred Sunday afternoon in Puerto de
dist church. Mr. Marwick is presi- Luna.
dent of the church society.
Professor B. J. Reed, principal of
the
Las Vegas High school, is reportto
word received by
According
Postmaster F. O. Blood today, Piedad ed to be ill and was not able to atMedina has been commissioned post- tend class yesterday or today. Mr,
master of Wagon Mound. He receiv- Reed is suffering from the mumps.
ed his commission on January 10.
A marriage license was Issued Satafternoon at the court house to
urday
The revised edition of the Ladles'
Guild Cook Book, containing an ex- .Tosefa Slsneros, aged 22, and Deme24.
trio
resi
are
Both
Duran,
aged
cellent variety of new tried recipes,
is on sale at the home of Mrs. A. dents of Lagunita.
H. Whitmore, 825 Seventh
street. The latest issue of the Santa Fe
Price 50 cents.
Employes Magazine has been received In Las Vegas.
This issue conMiss Ruth Conrad will play the
tains a fine article concerning the
piano accompaniment for all of the
late Conductor George Frost of Albu
numbers in the benefit play for the
and a number of other Items
querque,
High School Friday night with the of Interest.
There
exception of the overtures.
will be a full orchestra and much deIt was announced this morning that
pends on the piano, but according to the Oberammergau Foreign Travel
Mrs. Charles Kohn, who has charge
and Concert company will appear In
of the play, "The American Girl" Miss
Las Vegas on the Santa Fe readinj
Conrad is well able to handle the room concert circuit on
January 27
music and a better person for this in- at the Y. M. C. A. hall. The comstrument would be hard to find.
pany comes highly recommended by
S. E. Busser,
reading room superThe work of putting the steel roof
intendent, and no doubt will be weltrusses of the Elks' new club house comed to
the Meadow City by a large
progressed rapidly yesterday and to audience. Miss Sarah Greenleaf Frost
day and as soon as they are in place heads the company as lecturer, with
the work on the building will be Miss Helen Carleton
Marsh, soloist;
pushed without delay. The steel got Mrs. Lincoln H. Jelllff, pianist, and
stuck In the storms in Kansas and Mrs.
George W. Young, manager of
was lost several days. It did not arThe seat reservation
stereopticon.
rive in Las Vegas until Saturday for .the
employes of the Santa Fe
night. As soon as the trusses are set will commence on January 24 and
the work on the roof can begin. The will be
opened to the general public
building is lathed as far as possible on the morning of January 27.
and much of the plumbing and heating pipe lines are in place. As soon
At the annual meeting or Congreas the roof Is on and the building engation Montefiore held Sunday in the
closed the plastering will begin and Jewish
Temple on Douglas avtenu
the structure rushed to a rapid
Slg Nahm was elected president for
the coming term. Ludwig W. Ilfeld
Jacob
was chosen vice president;
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Stern treasurer, and Isaac Appel secDear Sir. Our insurance advice is retary. Cecllio Rosenwld, Isaac Bach- free to you. It may be of value to arach, A. M. Adler, Charles Danzlger
you. You pay money willingly for fire and Charles Greenclay will serve as
insurance.
directors for the coming year. The
Our advice tends to warrant not installation of officers of the J. E.
spending your money In vain. Ask us Rosenwald lodge B'Nai B'Rith was
about
also held Sunday at a meeting called
"A Better Protection
for that purpose. The following are
at the same expense"
the officers of the lodge for the com
CUTLER BROS.
Isaac Bacharach, presi
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124. ing year:
dent; L. W. Ilfeld, vloe president;
Charles Greenclay, secretary; Bernard
Hoffman
Simon
Appel, treasurer;
warden and Julius Krause guardian.

Sack Boss Patent Flour
'4 Sack Boss
Patent Flour
Vz Sack Old Homestead Flour
15 lbs. Sugar
100 lbs. Potatoes, Utah
10 lbs. Potatoes
15c Can Utah Tomatoes
3 Cans Fall City Tomatoes
3 Cans Midway Club Corn
3 Cans Cabinet Hominy

$1,50
$1.00
$2.50

25c
10c
25c

25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
35c

Mexican Bean
4 lbs. Navy Beans
5 lbs. Rice
3 Pkgs. Vermicelli
3 Pkgs. Macaroni
3 Pkgs. Spaghetti

i

lb. Mix Green and Black Tea
Blsmark Mince Meat, quart jars
2 lb. Glass Long's Preserve
1 quart P. V. Syrup
1

30c
25c
30c

.,

4 oz. Bottle Burnett Lemon Extract
8 Bags Salt
8 Bars Diamond C. Soap
8 Bars Lighthouse Soap
6 Bars Lenox Soap
6 Bars Crystal White Soap

.

.

.

35c

,

y
.

lb. Pure Lard
lb. Pure Lard

5 lbs. Pure Lard
3 lb. Pure Lard
20 lbs. Compound

25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
$2.20
$1.15

.

Lard
10 lbs. Compound
Lard
5 lbs. Compound Lard
3 lbs. Compound Lard
Hams, per lb
Bacon, side, per lb
32 oz. Pure Food Jams, 3 for

.

,

iMft..i?M

FOR C A S
JANUARY,

,

65c
40c
$1.60
90c
45c
30c
15c
16c
$1.00

H

ONLY

15-16- -17

SUIT

TODAY

OR

TOMORROW

OVERCOAT

LAS VEGAS

STEAM

Want to save money

LAUNDRY DAY

CASH

at
ONE THIRD OFF

SALE

GREENBERGER'S

I6th.

100 pounds
15 pounds

&

In The House

17th.

sugar

$6.50

sugar

1.00

100 pounds

Idaho potatoes

2.45

50 pounds

Idaho potatoes

1.25

pounds Idaho potatoes

.25

10

48 lb.

sack Cream Loaf

24 lb.

sack Cream Loaf

TRY US ONCE.

Come and

PHONE NOW--

Get my Prices

. .

.80

48 lb.

sack Boss Patent

. .

1.50

24 lb.

sack Boss Patent

. .

.75

48 lb.

sack K. Pride

24 lb.

,

1.45

sack K. Pride

75

Best creamery butter, lb

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 812617 Douglas

We Have

Buying Elsewhere

Best country butter, lb
Standard ham, per lb.
Standard bacon, per lb
20 lbs.

pure lard

When in Need of a Nice Present get one of These

50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25
507 Sixth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Miia 462

W. P. southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

B S

T

A

B

1, I S

H E

L

1

87

2.20

10 lbs. pure lard

1.15

5

lbs. pure lard

60

3

lbs. pure lard

10

20

Customer

16

l.ttu

lbs. Compound

The

First National

Bank

10 lbs. Compound

90

5

lbs. Compound

45

OF

3

lbs. Compound

30

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

pkgs Gloss starch, or
pkgs Faultless s taxch, or
8 bars Diamond C soap, or
6 boxes bag blueing, or
6 pkgs. Pearline

4

nr
J

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS,

-

-

-

Cashier

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Soda Crackers

3

Oyster Crackers
Graham Crackers
Oat Meal Crackers

25

3

Spaghetti!
Macaroni

'

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

Vermacelll

25

SUGAR1TE LUMP

retail
0. w. c on a ON

and
wholesale:
me

21

reduction on larger
and on month supply bill.

If it may be termed a science

STEARNS

CYCLAMEN.

you good returns by having
it well lighted.

.15

. .

(The Coffee Man.)

Just Brought Over a Fresh Lot of Those Beautiful

it bring

37

BOUCHER.
i

in your Window, let

.40

. .

We will make you a still

Before

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space

1.60

. .

us tell you About
our low Flat Rale

Good Flour.

Buying for Cash

way.

ET
4

The Best Flour Made.

BY

you'll never go back to the
ed

SPECIAL

Who

If you make it

25c

8 lbs. Apple

20
10

To The People

$1.50
80c

5 lbs.

Any

3

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
TO LAUNDRY DAY

Vz

off on any suit or overcoat
Hub.

Gld-ding-

.17

20 Ouiice

lf

At the first meeting of the board of
See the Hub's big discount sa'e on
county
commissioners, recently electpage 5.
ed for Mora county, which was held
was electt'd
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon yesterday, John Gandert
chairman.
at the Opera Bar.

FOR TODAY, AND TOMORROW

15 lbs.

One-ha-

at the

THE GROCER

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS
T

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIi

